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Mini post office
ribbon cutting
slated Monday
voted 'Most Dependable by her
Ribbon cutting ceremonies for a
classmates has been employeed in
new "mini post office" to be
a full-time position for the minilocated in a portion of The
office. Formerly a part-time
Bookmark — a corner store on the
employee of the store, she has
east side of Murray's court square
received her classroom training
— will be at 9 a.m. Monday with
and is presently undergoing onmany local and county officials
the-job instructions at the
present.
Chestnut office."
The postal system contract staAils noted that an employee of
tion was sought by several
the store will also be trained in the
downtown merchants in a drive
operations of the postal facilites in
spearheaded by the Murray
the event extra help is required.
Woman's Club following the
"A representative from the
relocation of the main post office
main office of Murray Post Office
to its new facilities on Chestnut
will work with us at the downtown
Street.
store the first day, and depending
Following a review of numerous
upon the load,' maybe longer," he
sealed bids by postal officials at
added.
both the Murray Post Office and
Only some minor renovations
the postal system's Procurement
were necessary for completion of
Service Office, Indianapolis, a low
the postal area of the store, it was
bid was awarded to Willard Alls,
pointed out.
owner of the book store.
Ails had commented previously
According to Bob Eades. Murthat locating a small branch
ray postmaster, the branch operaoperation of the post office at The
tions will be capable of handling
Bookmark would be a community
regular domestic mail, money
service. "Because of our location
orders, accept and disburse cerin conjunction with the old ifialn
tified and. registered mail, and sell
office, we still have people coming
Stamps.
into the store and asking where
Ails stated this morning that
the Post Office -has moved."
everything is proceeding well for
Equipment for the new
Monday's opening of the postal
operatons will be furnished by the
facilities. "Our physical operapostal system. The station is to
tions are there and waiting," he
work closely with the Chestnut
said. "In addition Wendy Lovett, a
facilities.
Murray High School graduate

COMING AND GOING — A lone runner jogs through the Murray,
Calloway County Park while other visitors exit in their automobile.
Jogging has rapidly beeome one of America's most favorite pastimes

causing locations such as the park to constantly be filled with these
out-of-door activists.
• re-.
'
Staff plattebp-95-irailaida

Action to cost taxpayers, customers over $10 million

TVA directors approve purchases, contracts

Valley Authority directors ap- such staff proposals as the pur- Far, little has occurred in the
Monroe, Blount and Loudon counproved purchases and contracts chase of a 20-year-old Memphis
:y area touched by the water.
steam plant for $2 million.
that will cost taxpayers and TVA
Under the new agreement. TVA
The directors on Wednesday:
customers more than $10 million.
will turn over $2.6 million as well
The actions occurred during . —Approved the purchase of the
Wednesday's board meeting Thomas Allen Steam Plant five as 11.000 acres to the Tellico
Reser,•oir Development Agency.
when, after two hours of questions miles south of Memphis with its
up
shot
gold
Kong,
Hong
In
LONDON I AP — Gold prices in
which will try to develop the land.
debate and a vote on the 4 4 three coal-fired generating units.
anJ
$429.51
at
close
to
ounce
an
$30.19
Europe soared to their highest
When the acres are leased, sold
—Awarded a $500,000 contract
increase, dozens of
rate
percent
Wednes$399.32
with
compared
levels since last Dec. 18 in early
left the board's public to Universal Testing Laboratories or developed, the agency is to pay
spectators
day.
trading today, jumping more than
TVA half the unimproved value of
Inc. of Cedar Grove, N.J., to permeeting room.
Meanwhile, dealers said the
$17 an ounce from the overnight
the parcel.
went on to approve form safety tests, including
board
The
apparently
showing
dollar's firm
close. The dollar opened stronger
ultrasonic examinations, at TVA's
The decision to buy the Thomas
reflected market expectations
against all major currencies.
Steam Plant, built by the cinuclear plants.
Allen
fire
the
after
day
the
to
year
A
would
that the U.S. discount rate
Gold opened in London at an 8— Agreed to turn over half of
ty of Memphis on McKellar Lake
4th
North
the
destroyed
which
not be cut this week.
month high of $415.25 an ounce, up
22,000 acres acquired, sometimes
in 1959, comes as TVA winds up a
Street location, the Murray
sharply from $398 an ounce at the
through court order, for TVA's
20-year lease contract.
open
an
hold
will
Times
&
Ledger
close Wednesday. The opening
Tellico Dam reservoir in East
TVA has been paying the city of
house in its new facility at 1001
price in Zurich was $416.75 an
Tennessee to a regional developMemphis and Memphis Light. Gas
Whitnell Sunday.
ounce, up from 399.50.
Beginning this week, the Tv
ment agency.
& Water Division $6.9 million a
The public is invited to attend
London's five major bullion
Week weekly entertainment sup—Boosted by $5 million the
year and TVA says $39.5 million
the event, set for 2 p.m. to 4,
dealers fixed their recommended
plement of the Murray Ledger &
amount of TVA money being spent
has been spent improving the proWalter Appeeson, publisher, said
and
mid-morning gold price at $417.50
published
be
will
Times
to clean up an inactive uranium
perty.
The Festival of the Arts, spon- today.
ediSaturday
an ounce, up from $401 at the
the
with
distributed
mill in Edgemont,S.D.
Members of the staff will be conPower Manager Hugh Parris
sored by the Murray-Calloway
previous fix.
newspaper.
tion of the
—Decided to raise by $615,000 a
extra $5 million
ducting tours of the $1 million-plus
County Park, will be Sept. 25 and
Dealers attributed gold's renewThis Saturday's edition will con- 5-year-old program designed to in- told the board the
plant and the newspaper's six-unit
for its unused Edgemont. S.D..
26 in the park.
ed surge, which overtook New
complete television listings stall automatic rain and stream
tain
Goss Community Press will be
uranium mill will be used for
Ptrks Director Gary Hohman
York's overnight close of $407.90
from Sunday. Aug. 29, through gauges that provide information
printing an insert to the
monitoring, construction of haul
said original works — including
an ounce, to continuing effects of
Sunday, Sept. 5. After that, each enabling operators to regulate
roads and to tear down buildings.
paintings, glass, textiles, newspaper. Refreshments also Tv Week will contain listings from
lower interest rates. They also
and
TVA
at
dams
releases
water
sculpture, leather, wood carvings, will be served.
TVA bought the mill in 1974 as
cited increased Iran-Iraq tension
Monday through Sunday.
reservoirs.
Those attending the open house
pottery and photography — will be
part of a package deal for some
in the Middle East.
The entertainment section had
be
to
of
spent..
money
.Some
the
will be eligible to register for door
displayed. No kits, manufactured
uranium reserves. But federal
Gold had risen $70 in a week on
been distributed in the Friday edi- such as $2.6 million in the Tellico
goods, printed needlework, prizes, including $100 cash, $50
regulations later changed, makdeclining interest rates until
tion.
from
taxcome
will
land
deal,
cash and a one-year free subscripdecoupage, copies of paintings or
ing TVA responsible for cleaning
profit-taking pushed it back below
payer money appropriated to TVA
tion to the Ledger & Times.
anything made totally from
up the mill site.
$400 an ounce at the close Wednescome
will
rest
The
by
Congress.
The 12,000-foot building is
manufactured parts will be perday in Europe.
Because TVA has a uranium
from revenue from TVA's $4
located on a 1'2 acre site at the
mitted.
stockpile surplus, the mill is being
, billion electric power program.
corner of Whitnell and Glendale.
Exhibitors must provide their
Today dense fog forming
Backers of the controversial decommissioned. But Parris said
The press room was completed in
own set ups for the 20-by-20 areas.
around sunrise. Otherwise
work can't begin until the Nuclear
Tellico project had long touted the
the
of
rest
the
while
is
February
which
fee,
entry
$25
There is a
partly cloudy with highs in the
Regulatory Commission grants a
aotential of its 16,500-acre lake for
June.
in
finished
was
nonbuilding
is
It
payable to the park.
low to mid 80s. Winds becoming
license.
.ndustrial development. But so
in'
printed
was
edition
first
The
refundable after Sept. 10.
The pool in the Murraysouth around 10 -miles an hour.
the new building on Saturday.
Included in the festival will be
Calloway County Park will close
Tonight mostly cloudy with a 50
moventire
operation
Feb. 27. The
the Bass Club Fish Fry, musical
for the season Monday,Sept. 6, acpercent chance of
entertainment and dramatic pro- ed to the new building on Saturthunderstorms. Lows in the
cording to Gary Hohman, parks
day. June 12, the 35th anniversary
grams.
director.
mid to upper 60s. Southwest
In case of rain, the festival will of the Ledger & Times' first daily
At the present time, the pool is
winds 5 to 10 miles an hour. Friedition.
be Oct. 2 and 3.
open on Saturdays and Sundays.
day a 20 percent chance of
showers in the morning. Mostly
Grade 10
cloudy but turning cooler by
Grade 7
A truck convoy carrying about
Grade 5
BEIRUT, Lebanon ( AP) —
Grade 3
afternoon. Highs in the low 80s.
500 PLO guerrillas was at the the
More French and Italian
85
71
nor77
becoming
98
becoming
Winds
82
U.S. Marine controlled port enpeacekeeping troops landed in
77 79 95 77 82 94 77
Reading
thwest a-round 10 miles an hour.
trance at midday for sea evacuawar-battered Beirut today and
tion to the Syrian port of Tartus.
joined U.S. Marines in overseeing
77 82 94 77 77 87 77 79 93 77 72 82
Spelling
But it was not clear whether any
the evacuation of Palestine
Liberation Organization fighters sea evacuation of the guerrillas
One Section — 18 Pages
was planned for today. Greek and
from the Israeli-ringed Lebanese
15
Aces
77 83 97 77 80 95 77 80 98 77 75 92
Language
Cypriot passenger ships took a
capital.
16, 17
Classifieds
The Syrian army sent 61 trucks total of 3.807 guerrillas to .lordan,
16
Comics
Iraq. Tunisisa, South Yemen.
and tank carriers across Israeli
16
77 85 98 77 82 92 77 81 97 77 73 91
Crosswords
Math
lines to west Beirut to start a two- Syria and Sudan in the past five
9
Dear Abby
days. according to Lebanese and
day overland evacuation to Syria
7
Dr. Lamb
77 83 98 ,7 81 95 77 81 98 77 74 88
Total battery
Friday of 3,500 troops and officers PLO estimates.
'1
Garrott's Galley
Both contend the total of PLO
of the Syrian-commanded
6
Horoscope
guerrillas scheduled for evacuaPalestine Liberation Army. an
456 7
82
72
Today
77
91
Murray
81
77
94
78
77
97
Reference skills 77 82
tion was between 7,100 and 7,500
Israeli army spokesman in
18
Obituaries
according to the plan U.S.
Lebanon said.
3
Perspective
presidential envoy Philip C. Habib
Lebanon's state radio and the
10.11
Sports
77 69 91 77 73 92 77 76 96 77 63 83
CSI
had drawn for .the PLO dispersal
Syrian governmeht earlier said
MISS
4,
in the Arab world. But Israel said
the Hittin Brigade evactiptidn on
0,
YOUR PAPER!
0
•
3,989 PLO already have been
the Beirut-Damascus highway
O.',
o0,'"
t
0
Subscribers who hose not
would begin today .depite the evacuated by boat out of a total of
t
t
O
eceived their home-delivered
PLO-s fear of attack from 8,674 slated for evacuation r:,
0
'
Oc
There was a sharp decrease in
President-elect Gemayel's
,zpsi or The 7111171Y tedter & Tilos
o
...,-.
,
is.
tarewt4i.crt-p.;.7.1.- as tltrz..eltravan-a-,
;
ChlIttiroittiirtheismen:
5.
30111/rddNis orr-UrDien--- --"ThrerV is no land evaruat1tir1215- intirrd cn26421,61tri west- Remit.- The
by 37-130-P-mo
Marines and.PI,0 met Wednesday
day," the Israeli military
.), coil 753-1116 between S;30
spokesman told reporters in to make sure,, there was no
p m. and 6 p.m.. Monday throuoh Friexams
on
state
averages
and
national
both
TEST RESULTS - Murray schookstudents placed higher than
- suburban 1344abdar; f)4.4.444iles-east, --aboutiast one— the,
day. op 330 p.m. sod 4 p.m. Satyr
were presented to the Murray Indepen-designed to measure academic achievement and potential. The scores
of Beirut
reached the port area.
days
Wednesday.
Times
&
Ledger
Murray
the
in
reported
and
Tuesday
Board
School
dent

Gold prices soar again

By TOM McCORD
Associated Press Writer
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. 1AP -After raising electric rates and
cancelling four mothballed
nuclear reactors. Tennessee

Ledger open house
scheduled Sunday;
public invited

Tv Week edition
to be distributed
with Saturday paper

Festival of the Arts
to be held in park;
dates scheduled

cloudy tonight

Pool to close Sept.6

Peacekeeping troops
join Marines in Beirut
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Cockpit talks revealed
ASHING ION
AP) -- 1 he
crew of the Boeing 727 jet that
crashed near New Orleans clearly
was concerned about the severe
weather that engulfed the area
and discussed in detail the procedures for aborting the takeoff if
problems arose, a transcript of
cockpit conversations revealed today.
But the fully loaded Pan
American World Airways jet
began sinking shortly after
takeoff, struck the top of a tree a
half mile from the runway. and
four seconds later plowed through
a residential area.
The transcript showed that
Capt. Kenneth L. McCullers had
advised his co-pilot, who was at
the controls, what to do "if we we
have to abort for any reason."
About 90 seconds 'later, McCullers and the co-"pilot, 1st Officer Donald A. Pierce, again
discussed procedures for rejecting a takeoff.
Pierce had questions about
some of the procedures.
But McCullers reviewed them
and told his first officer that he
himself had had "quite a few
aborts" in his career.
The transcript showed the pilots
were aware of the potential
danger of wind shear in the area
but the final seconds of conversation gave no indication the plane
had encountered one.
Seconds before the Boeing 727
rolled down the runway, a third
crewmember. 2nd Officer Leon B.
Noone, was heard to say. "Looking good."
As the plane began its roll, rain
around the plane apparently
began to fall more heavily and

Stock market
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%indshield wipers were set to full
speed.
Seconds after liftoff McCullers
noted a •'positive climb."
Gear up.- Pierce said.
But three seconds later McCullers unexplainedly said.
"Come on back" — a command to
A 70-page book titled
He called its "central theme
pull back the controls so the
"Academic and.Career Advising"
compelling..,that institutions of
plane's nose could rise — You're
has been prepared as a joint venhigher education must strengthen
sinking, Don. Come on back."
ture by Western Kentucky Univeracademic and career advising"
Twelve seconds later, the
sity and Murray State University
and added that Wilder's recomground proximity alarm was
for distribution on the two cammendations will be useful to
heard and after another seven
puses.
everyone interested in the needs
seconds there was the sound of imWritten by Dr. Jerry R. Wilder,
of students.
pact
director of the Center for Career
The Center for Academic AdvisThe cockpit conversations were
Planning, Academic Advisement
ing of undeclared students is housreleased by the National
and Placement at Western, and
ed within the College of
Transportation Safety Board,
printed at Murray State, the book
Humanistic Studies at Murray
which earlier had said that the
is a project of the effort toward
State.
crew members had heard at least
greater institutional cooperation
two alerts of potential wind shear
Wilder, a faculty member at
between the schools.
danger in the airport area.
Western since 1967 and head of the
It is being provided to faculty
All 146 aboard the Boeing 727
academic advising program for
advisers, counselors, housing perand eight on the ground were killthe past 13 years, dedicated the
sonnel and others involved in
ed in the crash July 9 shortly after
book "to the thousands of former
areas of student development.
the jet took off from the New
college students throughout
Costs of production are being
Orleans International Airport. It
higher education who might have
shared by Western and Murray
was the country's second worst
graduated had they received adeState.
aviation disaster and the third
quate advisement for caring,
Dr. Kenneth E. Harrell, dean of
HELP FOR ADVISERS — Dr. Jerry R. Wilder (right ), director of
weather-related crash of a jetliner
knowledgeable, and resourceful
the College of Humanistic Studies
the Center for Career Planning, Academic Advisement and Placethis year.
academic advisers."
at Murray State, wrote the
ment at Western Kentucky University, and Dr. Kenneth E. Harrell,
The board's investigators
foreword for the book and exPublication of the book is an
dean of the College of Humanistic Studies at Murray State Universicarefully.' studied wind shear,
pressed appreciation that Murray
outgrowth of a series of meetings
ty, look through some of the books titled "Academic and Career Adwhich is a sudden change in wind
State was given "the opportunity
by officials of the two universities
vising" prepared as a cooperative project of the two universities.
direction and velocity that can virto share resources with Western
to identify ways in which they can
The book, which was written by Wilder and printed at Murray State,
tually drive an aircraft into the
Kentucky University to produce
work together cooperatively on
will be distributed to advisors of students on both campuses.
ground. Nine jetliner accidents in
the book."
projects and programs.
the last nine years have been linked to the weather phenomenon.
A transcript of the radio talks
between air traffic controllers at
the airport and pilots has showr
that at least four wind shear alerts .
were transmitted by special
By HERBERT SPARROW
the way for final approval of KenBrown, in a letter to William H. school with programs designed for
equipment in the minutes before
Associated Press Writer
tucky's desegretation plan for
Thomas, the Atlanta regional state employees, a required by the
Flight 759 took off, including one
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) — A
higher education is ready for
director of the OCR, said he
desegregation plan.
for all sections of the airport.
progress report that could pave
deliverY to federal officials.
agreed that progress has been
It also said Kentucky State has
The final state action on the
made.
THESE MARKET REPORTS ARE SPONSORED BY
the cooperation of other state
report was taken Wednesday
"I am satisified that Kentucky
universities in developing certain
when Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
has made and will continue to
program offerings, such as a
gave his approval. The report was
make substantial progress in imgraduate education center.
approved by a special oversight . plementing the plan," Brown
said.
comnittee qng.8424,:.at,b‘c eaecutjve
Kentucky' was dlretted by .,the
'CLINT KELLEY — r.AAYFIELD KY - 247-0673 or
Most,4
orthe
August deadlines
1-800-592-3498
corrunittee of
federal government in January,
Council on
dealt with commitments to
fligher Education Monday.
enhance Kentucky State Universi- \198l to remove all vestiges of
Gary Cox, deputy director for
segregation from its higher educaty, Kentucky's only historically
LOUISVILLE: K
'
For the week slaughter steers 50.:
Governmental Affairs for the
tion system.
black university.
Estimated reveipts into. ant ....CS higher. heifers
1 00.2 06 higher
.state
P
N.
tog el Council on Higher Education, said
200 represented classes steady
Brown praised the new leaderslaughter rows steady to I 00
Kentucky officials hope that the
30.662
Slaughter cows.ornmercial 3.5 40101. slaughter bulls steady
to weak, calves Kentuck, Purchase krea Hog Market the plan will be delivered to
ship at Kentucky State, headed by
4330 utility 1.3 oier WO Ms .10 00-43 00
progress report will enable the
and scalers I 40-230 higher; feeders Report In, I ades.,I.Ftuy
mg Stations
federal
officials
in
Atlanta
high-dressing 44 0049 25 unit
,
by
an
2 36-330 higher
interim president,. Raymond
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Educaof
all time Ruth-record for laulsolle VS1-2 216240 lbs
progress.
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"The dynamic new leadership
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State
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shape
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in
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frame 1-2 2 to i veers old 43 35-5230
Sheep untested
The progress report concludes
Boars 43-4:
The report concludes that the
Kentucky must continue to file
that those , commitments have university is moving
annual progress reports on the
toward
been met.
becoming a liberal arts-oriented
plan for the next five years.
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Brown approves desegregation report
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WE'RE
MOVING!
'TV WEEK
THE WEEKLY ENTERTAINMENT
SECTION OF THE
MURRAY LEDGER 8, TIMES
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IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR THAT
DREAM BOAT, WE HAVE IT!

COMMIJ

1; It is truly a beautiful boat. New Somerset 58 ft. aluminum, 14 ft. wide, one level inside,
two-level outside, all the comforts of home,just move aboard!

One brand new '82 Harris Flote-Bote
built 28 ft. pontoon, W/ good use 115
Mercury, in the water ready for you to
try for only 86,150.00.

IS MOVING
FROM THE FRIDAY EDITION
TO THE SATURDAY EDITION
THE T.V. LISTINGS WILL BE
EFFECTIVE FROM MONDAY AUGUST
30th THROUGH SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 5th
T.V. WEEK - NOW IN SATURDAYS EDITION,
WITH LISTINGS
FOR MONDAY THROUGH SUNDAYS
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One brand new 1982 Harris Flote-Bote
built 24 ft. pontoon W/ New '82 Evin. 70
HP for only $7,475.00
We have a few demo's W/ very little
running time at special discounts, including a 24' Silver Anniversary — a
beautiful boat!

TRADE - INS
Wd
PS
M)
TI
Mr
RI
BC
Al

17' Pipestone-Mariner Runabout W/ Canvas, 135 HP Johnson W/ Power Tilt and
Trim, Holzclaw trailer — really a nice looking rig for only $2,750.00.
16' Silver Line W/ 50 HP Mercury, open bow W/ walk thru windshield, depth finder,
and trailer only $2,250.00.
'81 Alurnnacraft 14' FD Model V Bottom W/'76 Johnson 25 HP and trailer $1475.00.

TO
1
eV.
Ch
TO
in
Se
421

1980 Tide-Craft Bass Boat W/'81 Johnson 75 HP W/ Power Trim and Tilt, live well,
depth finder, Johnson Trolling motor — Purchased new in 1981 $5,250.00.
1977 Imperial Bass Boat W/'72 Evin. 65 HP,trolling Motor and trailer 82250.00.
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Celebrating 40 years on the high sea
for which no compass has been invented

A judge redivides
ma bells's estate
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perspective
People get their kicks in many different ways. I wouldn't attempt to
list even a few of them beyond collecting coins, stamps or old guns, flying
model airplanes, growing beautiful
roses or catching poisonous snakes,
but some St. Louis friends of ours get
theirs by getting together and having
a good time at the slightest provocation.
One such occasion was last
weekend when we were in St. Louis
for the 40th wedding anniversary of
two of them, Lawrence and Millie
Knebel.
Lawrence is a retired master
glazer with the Pittsburgh Glass
Company there in St. Louis. He either
personnally put in or supervised the
installation of windows in many of St.
Louis' tall, new, modern buildings. A
son, "Little Larry," as we've always
known him has been trained by his
father in the same craft and, too, is a
master glazer.
Millie has never listed her occupation other than that of "housewife
and mother," staying at home to
raise their family. Today there are
four grandchildren.
• • •
Although a much sought-after
master of his trade of many years,
even in retirement, we all firmly
believe that Larry missed his calling.
He is one of the funniest men I have

The breakup of the American Telephone and
Telegraph Co. must not lead to deterioration of
local phone service.
This principle guided Federal District Court
Judge Harold H. Greene in his wise revision of the
recent agreement between AT&T and the Justice
Department, which is intended to settle an antitrust suit filed by the government against the company.
Greene supported AT&T's divesting itself of its 22
regional phone companies in return for increased
freedom to compete with communications
technology in other markets. But the judge said that
more assets and earning power must be turned over .
to the regional companies.
Industry analysts estimate that Greene's changes
would give regional companies about 20 percent
more revenue than under the original agreement.
This is good news for consumers, who face phone
rate hikes if the local companies can't support
themselves with current earnings.
Meanwhile, Greene did not diminish the potential
of AT&T for new research, development and production in the electronic, computer, satellite and
other communications fields. A streamlined AT&T
will be in a position to move forward in competition
with other firms. America will benefit.
If either the Justice Department cr AT&T don't
accept Greene's amendments, the settlement will
be void and the suit will go to trial.
Judge Greene balanced the needs of the public
and Ma Bell. The Justice Department and AT&T
should accept this settlement. And Congress should
keep its hands off the AT&T divestiture until it's out
- of couzt.
- :a*

ever seen. Give him a microphone
before a group of people and he can
put Buddy Hackett, Don Rickles,
David Letterman or any of the other
TV comedians in the shade.
He was the life of our parties in the
old days, telling his endless stream of
stories as if they were personal experiences, and he hasn't changed a
bit — only gotten better at it.
A classic is his account of what
took place at his home the night he
suffered a heart attack and how he
had to call an ambulance himself
after Millie fainted when he told her
what was wrong.
On a recent week-long senior
citizens bus tour, which included the
World's Fair and a number of Kentucky stops, he was on the
microphone two hours a day entertaining the group as they traveled
just to hear them laugh.
• • •

Back to' the party, their four
chilren had invited 50 couples — all of
whom had touched the lives of their
parents in some special way — to an
anniversary dinner party at a swank
St. Charles, Mo., restaurant
overlooking the Missouri River. They
graciously had included us.
Having told their mom and dad
that they would pick them up and
take them out to dinner to celebrate
the occasion, the youngsters — all
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During the mid and late 1970's, successive
American administrations tried repeatedly to improve relations with Cuba. More specifically, they
tried to persuade Fidel Castro that he had much to
gain by loosening his ties to the Soviet Union and by
ending attempts to spread Marxism via subversion
and force of arms.
Castro's contemptuous response was to escalate
Cuba's military involvement in Africa and to step
up aid to Marxist guerrillas in Central America.
Clearly, tougher signals need to be sent to
Havana. and to Moscow, about the potential costs of
subverting non-communist countries, most
especially those in this hemisphere.
The U.S. Senate recently did just that by passing
a resolution warning Cuba that the United States intends to stop Castro-inspired subversion by
,-whatever means necessary, including the use of
arms."
The resolution, passed easily on a 69-27 vote, put
Castro on notice that the Senate stands behind the
Reagan administration's efforts to bolster noncommunist governments threatened by Cubanaided insurgents. ahe resolution's unequivocal
language — "...whatever means necessary, including the use of arms." — also tells Havana that
the Senate would likely support more direct action
against Cuba if that became essential.
The one discordant note in all this was the timidity displayed by Sen. Charles Percy,chairman of the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee. Percy worried aloud that the resolution's blunt wording could
provoke Castro and, in effect, induce him to
challenge the United States directly.
Shackling U.S. policy in Central America and the
Caribbean with fear of what Castro might do if he
hears cross words from Washington would amount
to handing Havana a blank check.
Castro has no business trying to export
totalitarianism in this hemisphere or anywhere
else. Absent a demonstration of resolve by the
United States, he will not be deterred from continuing to do so. And that, rather than a stiff warning
from the Senate, could lead to the direct confrontation Percy is so eager to avoid.
Better that Castro is warned in time, and in no
uncertain words, that continued subversion
threatens U.S. security and won't be tolerated.

(
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business mirror
NEW YORK (AP
— Small
business recently won a big victory in
Congress, but Milton Stewart, who
had something to do with it, remains
restless, wary', ready to fight.
Winning isn't enough. You must
preserve the win too, he says.
The win followed a battle with
public-sector bur-eaucracies, big
business. universities, the defense
establishment and others for a share
of the billions of federal government
dollars spent each year on research

thoughts in season
by Ken Wolf
If, like many of us, you have difficulty translating wishes into completed
actions, these words from the poet
T.S. Eliot might strike a responsive
chord:
Between the conception
And the creation
Between the emotion
And the response
Falls the Shadow
Life is very long
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Of course, they had no luggage, only the evening clothes they wore to
the party, but this, too, had been
thoughtfully provided even to tooth
brushes, dental cream and a
disposable razor.
A bag containing night clothes and
a change of clothing for each -- all
things which were quite the vogue
wear in 1542, the year they were married — had been placed in the room.
There was a pair of below-theknee-length pedal pushers and a
sleeveless blouse for Millie and a
shirt and pleated trousers for Larry.
Printed across the back of her blouse
was, "I Surrendered All in 1942,"
while on the back of his was, "Married 40 Years — Only Memories Remain."
They' fell right into the spirit of the
thing and that's the way they were
dressed when they joined six other
couples of us for breakfast in a nearby restaurant shaped like Noah's
Ark.
_ This lasted almost until noon as we
laughingly recalled some of the
many good times we had together
and figured out who next would get
"the treatment." Two more 40ths are
coming up next year.
The Good Lord willing, we'll be
there when they are celebrated. Occasions like this are great fun and
just plain good for your soul.

iaiiking back

Calling Castro's
hand; heed words

The Murray 1.edger 8. Times

married now with exception of the 28year-old youngest and with families
— surprised their parents by having
a limosine, complete with chauffeur,
come by for them.
When they arrived at the
restaurant, there to noisily greet
them were the families and invited
friends, some coming from a far
away as Kansas City.
We now have been gone from the
old neighborhood in St. Louis for 16
years, and it simply was great fun
seeing so many of them again and
having the opportunity to share family and grandchildren photos.
Everyone came prepared for that.
One couple, having seven children,
already had 11 grandchildren with
two of their youngsters still unmarried.
• • •
After the evening's festivities —
complete with music, wedding pictures, bouquet and garter throwing
and towering cake — wound down,
the honorees were escorted to a
multi-storied Howard Johnson motel
where a room for them had been
reserved for the night.
You are right, it had been appropriately' decorated inside and on
the outside of the door from the hall.
The only provision was that they
meet a group of us for breakfast the
following morning.

and development.
Small business wanted a share of
those dollars. At the same time,
customary recipients of R&D grants
sought to preserve their stake, which
was threatened by cutbacks in
government spending.
The fight was bitter.
According to Stewart. editor of Inc.
magazine. Congress passed the
Small Business Development Act only after the defeat of "iron triangles"
of career bureaucrats in federal
agencies, lobbyists, and congressional committee members and
staffs assigned to the agencies.
Now that the law has been passed.
he and many others in the smallbusiness community are concerned
the same triangle will thwart the will
of Congress.
Stewart contends his own personal

$sou by john cunniff

suspicions are based in experience.
For years he. headed a smallbusiness investment company, and
served a term as president of the National Association of Small Business
Investment Companies. Later he
headed the private-sector National
Small Business Association, and until
joining Inc. was chief advocate of the
Small Business Administration.
The biggest advance, from the
small-business viewpoint, is that the
law commands each federal agency
that spends more than $100 million
annually on R&D to devise a competitive grant program for small
business.
The bill marked the first time
government opened the R&D system
fully to small businesses in order to
achieve national technological goals.
said Stewart.

letter to the editor

To The Editor,
Perhaps the Board of Regents
would be more effective if there were
12 Regents rather than 10. In the
lower social order of termites, 10 termites become a critical mass which
generates an idea: fewer than 10
work aimlessly and without purpose.
but when 10 termites get together
they begin to build a tunnel and start
undermining foundations. Termite
society is remarkably . like ours except that they do not watch television.
In human society 12 humans seem
to form the critical mass that most
effectively ,generates ideas.
Historically, we have the 12 Apostles.
our jury system consists of 12 jurors
"tried and 'Vise."' intVtiati:..Aye 1-Jaye_
• the 12 tohes To-creace harmony. we
-have twice 12 letters in our alphabet;
12 how's each for A.M. and P.M.and
the 12 Days of Christmas- and

besides, things are cheaper by the
dozen.
Thus, 12 is itself an idea and the
critical mass which generates ideas,
whether in the Late Quartets of
Beethoven or in committees. It would
seem that the Board of Regents could
be more effective with 12 rather than
10 Regents so that they will not get
termite ideas or become 10-carbon
molecules.
Respectfully.
Edwin larson, Ph D
WRITE A LETTER
letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
soned by the writer and the writer's
..addrei.i:kitd. phone nUinberWitir be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
I,etters should be.typewritten and

Ten years ago
Four robbers made off with an
estimated $40,000 from the Aurora
bank in a daylight robbery yesterday
at 1:25 p.m., according to Kentucky
State Police.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Ura
Stanley, 85, Joseph P. Smith, 83,
Joseph L. Stanley, 52, Preston
Kuykendall, 53, Roy Gream,81, Mrs.
Gladys Mable Atkins, 73, and Dr.
A.C. La Follette,69.
Linda Faye Pritchard, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. James Phillip Pritchard, and Bobby Dee Outland. son
of Mr. and Mrs. J.D. Outland, were
married at Union Hill Church of
Christ.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Shirley, Aug. 23, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Michael D.
Miller. Aug. 22, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Stephen G. York, Aug. 21, and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Haley, Aug.
21.
Wanda Noles, Kay Ezell, Sharon
Kelso and Freda Steely are new officers of Murray Unit of Hairdressers.
Twenty years ago
Calloway County' Fiscal Court and
Murray City Council unanimously
accepted the proposal of Murray
Hospital Board and Planning Commission for financing of an additional
$200,000 in funds for construction of
new city-county hospital and its
equipment.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Elvis
Swinney, 50. and Mrs. Lou. Ella
Wilson, 78.
Parched Calloway County breathed a sigh of relief as a slow but steady'
rain began to fall yesterday on this
dry region that has been officially
classified as a disaster area.
Dorris W. Hartline. son of Mr. and
Mrs. Leon Hartline. Murray. completed recruit training at Naval
Training Center at Great Lakes, Ill.
Thirty years ago
Dr. Frank Norfleet. pastor of Immanuel Baptist Church, Paducah,
will be speaker at Calloway County'
Youth Rally to be Aug. 29 at Baptist
campsite on Kentucky Lake.
Deaths reported include Mitzi Ann
Finnan, 2, and Dr. Francis E. Bey.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis McGhee. Aug.
19. a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Mardis Majors, Aug. 20. and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Darrell Mathis, Aug. 21,
fnected as officers of WMS of First
Baptist Church were Mrs Ernest
Jones, Mrs. 011ie Adair. Mrs. Carney
Andrus. Mrs. O.C. Wells, Miss Ruth
Houston, Mrs. Codie Caldwell. Mrs.
J.B. Burkeen. Miss Mabel Goode and
Mrs. George Upchurch.
Evelyn Heater, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. E.P. Heater, Murray, has
left for Mt. Vernon, Ill., to resume
her position as teacher there. •
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general interest
.
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject,anv lettetand liniit
frecpieal. writer!.
-• 4•
Address correspondenee to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger & Times,
Box 1040, Murrav;Ky.
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murray today
Estee Lauder gives you the most
for a glowing, cared-for beauty.

These super-achievers excel
in every are: makeup, skincare and fragrance.
Everything you need to take
care of your look — and to
really enhance them — is
right here...along with an exciting beauty offer.

Coming community events scheduled
Thursday, Aug. 26
Farnil) Night for
Woodmen of the World
will be at 6:30 p.m. at
Woodman Hall.
SIDS Support Group
will meet at 7: 30 p.m. at
Calloway Health Center.
North Seventh and Olive
Streets. For information
call 1'53-3381.
Chapter 50 of Disabled
American Veterans and
Auxiliary will meet at 7
p.m. at I,egian Hall.
Auditions for "The
Robber Bridegroom" by

4-

00 9 V. t 2 ooSat Sun

RoB11,16.ILLIANES

Thursday, Aug. 26
Murray-Calloway Community Theatre will be at
7 p.m. at Playhouse in the
Park. For information
call 759-1752
School Night for Carter
School Cub Scout Pack 57
will be at 7 p.m. at the
school. All second, third
and fourth grade boy
and parents are invited to
register for new year.
Couples Tennis Tournament is scheduled at 6
p.m. at Murray Country
Club.
Murray High School
Football Kick-Off Dinner
will be at 6 p.m. at field
house. Cost will be 92.50
with sponsors being
Boosters Club and
Ehheerleaders.

<14 TAI tIrNAVE'l

Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at Ellis
Community Center.
Friday, Aug. 27
Wranglers Aiding Club
INDS $0011•SIE ITI
will ride at 7:30 p.m. at
He is &mud
club.
He Is ,otolly
c,ore
Card party by Preceptor Omicron Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will be at
THE EXTRA
7:30 p.m. at Community
TERRESTRIAL
Room of North Branch of
central center 753-3314 Peoples Bank.
To
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A New Dimension
in Terror
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Wall
Creme. Entro-rich
concentrated cream
that encourages all
skin to do what
yowng skin does On
its own—look soft
smooth radiant
I et. 32.50

blusiareen Care Eye
Creme. 24-hour
prifitection against
the tiny fines that _
first appear around
your eyes
iii. 22.50

Ni, Rau Refining
Mask. Facilitates
;laughing from
within to help
softin, smooth and
keep pores clean
Leaves Skin lOoking
fresh, glowing
2a. 13.50
c

New Perfectly
Natural Liguria
filakewp. An ingenious
truly
lightWeight makeup
that helps smooth
fines and imperfectons and maintains
a fresh
non•
makeup look
Classic
Beige Natural
Beige lei. 0.50

White Linen Teem
Spray. The crisp
refreshing
fragrance to five in
all year long
T.75 or. 22.50

Cinnabar
Fro•••••• Spiny.
Estee Louder s
great fragrance
discovery for the
1980s
1.75 oz. 17.50
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Memorial Baptist
Church Puppeteers will
present a program at 8:30
p.m. at Hillman Ferry
Campground, Land Between the Lakes.
Twilight golf at Murray
Country Club will have a
potluck supper at 6 p.m.
Because of football
games, golf will not be
played. For reservations
call 753-8295 or 753-4652.

Friday, Aug. 77
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by Senior
Citizens.
Robert Valentine will
be featured in "Edison: A
Man" at 8 p.m. in
Playhouse in the Park,
Murray-Calloway County
Park.
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cheirtnut street 733-3314
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A PARAMOUNT PICTURE
First Feature
Repeated Fri-Sat
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Tuesday is 5.00
A Carload

Flea Market Monday

Open house at the
facilities of the Murray
Ledger & Times, 1001
Whitnell, will be from 2 to
4 p.m.
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Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Snakes Alive at 2
p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center and Shape
Note Singing from 2 to 4
p.m. at The Homeplace1850.

atoG
eto
Where: King's Den
What: Grand Opening
When: Friday-Saturday August 27 and 28
9:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Prizes: Gifts every hour
Shirts - Ties - Billfolds - Cologne

the cherry's .r4 the cherry branc

Now Save 20%
On All Blouses, Sweaters,
Pants, Skirts, Jackets,
Vests, And Handbag's
Sale Ends Saturday, August 28th

PI

Coldwater Baptist
Church will have
homecoming events.

Thank God it's only
a motion picture!
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Mr. and Mrs. Maxie
Puckett, Dexter, will
have open house in
celebration of 50th anniversary from 2 to 4 p.m.
at their home.
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Gertzen will have a Mass
Sunday, Aug. 29
of Thanksgiving on 50th
Murray Assembly No.
wedding anniversary at 19 Order of Rainbow
for
10 a.m. at St. Leo's Girls will
sponsor a
Catholic Church. An open smorgasbord dinner from
12:30 to 2 p.m. at lodge
Fri.-Thru-Thur
hall, Highway 121 North
Open 7:15
and Johnny Robertson
*Start 7:45
Road. Public invited and
tickets available at door.

You'll be glad you came
(
414
1

CITY

Saturday, Aug. 28
house ( no gifts please 1
will be from 1:30 to 3 p.m.
at St. Leo's Parish
Center.

Christian Teens In Service program will start at
9:30 a.m. at University
Church of Christ. A
'Down the Farm"
fellowship will be at 4
p.m. at home of Mr. and
Square and round danc- Mrs. Sherrill Gargus.
ing will be at 730 p.m. at
Distribution of comold Lynn Grove Roller
modity cheese by
Skating Rink.
Murray-Calloway County
Jaycees will be from 9
Saturday, Aug. 28
a.m. to 5 p.m. at Jaycee
Alcoholics Anonymous
building.
and Alanon will meet at 8
p.m. in western portion of
Murray Moose Lodge
Livestock and Exposition
No. 2011 will have a luau
Center.
with dinner from 7 to 9
p.m. and dance from 9
Robert Valentine will
p.m. to 1 a.m. Tickets
be featured in "Edison: A
may be purchased at the
Man" at 8 p.m. in
door.
Playhouse in the Park,
Guys and Gals Tennis
Murray-Calloway County
Tournament is scheduled
Park.
to start at 9 a.m. at MurMurray State Universi- ray Country Club.
ty Women's Society's
Events in Land BetNewcomers' coffee will ween the Lakes will inbe from 10 a.m. to noon at clude Animal Sounds at 3
Oakhurst. For reserva- p.m. and Fishing Technitions call Jamie Helton.
ques On The Lake from
7:30 to 9 p.m., both at
Murray Squar-A- Woodlands Nature
Naders will dance from 8 Center, Lantern Tour at
to 10:30 p.m. at Woodmen 8 : 3 0 p.m. at The
of World Hall.
Homeplace-1850, and InMatheny Cemetery troduction to Do-Itcleaning will start at 9 Yourself Solar from 9
a.m. to noon at Empire
a.m.
Point Energy Education
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph J. Center.

an eye ais7fior
the funniest movie
about growing up
ever made!

Keep
7 00.9 20
ENDS SOCIN•SEE 171
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$500 in Gift Certificates
20% OFF New Fall and Winter Merchandise
Refreshments Served
Don't Y4Diet, You're Invited

11/ *LA 1.-A WA). CHERRV'S CHARGE. VISA & MASTERCARD
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Hayes-Richerson vows said
MISS Deborah Lynne
Hayes and Glenn H.
Richerson were married
Saturday, July 17, at
Lone Oak United
Methodist Church,
Paducah.
The Rev. Dossie
Wheatley and the Rev.
Mike Morris of Memphis,
Tenn., officiated. Music
was presented by Glenda
Heise, Clarksville, Tenn.
Parents of the bride are
Mr. and Mrs. H.D. Hayes,
Paducah. The groom is
the son of Mrs. Mary
Richerson of Hazel and
the late Ralph Richerson.
The altar was centered
with a circular 25-branch
candelabrum flanked by
15-branch candelabra on
each side. Also in the
center was a large arrangement of flowers.
Vases of magnolia were
on the unity candle table.
The bride
The bride wore a formal white gown of taffeta
overlaid in sheer organza
and lace.
Her fitted bodice
featured a Queen Ann
neckline lavishly overlaid
in Venise lace, seed
pearls and lusters. Long
full sheer sleeves, adorned with lace motifs, formed deep lace cuffs at the
wrists.
Her full skirt fell from a
natural waistline into a
full chapel train. A
pleated organza apron
adorned the front of the
skirt. White tiers of
organza ruffles finished
the skirt and train
border.
Her veil of white bridal

Mrs. Glenn H. Richerson
of the bride.
Serving at the recepKevin Richerson was
tion were Melissa Richerbest man for the groom.
son, Yvonne Pritchett
Ushers were Mike and Sherry Mills.
Lynn Richerson attendHayes of White Stone,
N.Y., and Dean Hayes of ed the guest register.
Both Mr. and Mrs.
Paducah, both brothers
Richerson are employed
by South Central Bell
Telephone Co. They are
residing in Reidland.
He made five later trips
across the Atlantic and
Ms. Caterino visited him
several times in his country, where he worked as a
civil engineer.
.The newlyweds planned a Michigan honeymoon and then employment in a kennel owned
b the bride's father.
the matron of honor.

illusion fell from a Juliet
cap of lace and seed
pearls. Lace motifs and
pearls adorned the
fingertip veil.
She carried a bouquet
of roses and greenery.
Mrs. Jenny Jones was

Pen pals married after 17 years
LANSING, Mich. AP
— Seventeen years ago, a
Lansing schoolgirl and a
Dutch boy became pen
pals. Now they're husband and wife.

his mother did and served
as translator after the
two were matched
through an international
student picture exchange.
The pen pals were 20
Mary Caterino and Cornelis "Kees" Beukema of when they met for the
Wirdum, Netherlands, 25, first time during a visit
were married Aug. 21 at a Beukema made to his
relatives in Canada.
Lansing church.

Newborns and dismissals listed from hospital
Adults 131
Nursery 9
8-20-82
Newborn admissions
Vicki Hunt and baby
boy, Box 134, Paris, Tenn.
Melanie Bell and baby
girl, Rt. 7, Benton.
Joyce McNeal and
baby boy, Rt 2, Paris,
Tenn.
Dismissals
Kathleena Misner and
baby boy, 405-A South
12th St.; Metchell R.
Elliott, Rt. 5, Gary
Joseph McBurney, Box
75, Hazel; Karer '.. Hart,
735 Nash; Earleen S.
Doran,909 Sycamore St.
Judy A. Hamilton, Rt.
3, Paris, Tenn.; Cynthia
L. Harrison, Rt. 4, Benton; Margaret E. Tharp,
2205 Coldwater Rd.; Ned
Galloway, Box 32,
Kirksey; Billie G. Wyatt,
Rt. 5, Benton; Calvin
Thompson, Hart Hall,
MSU; Mark A. Hargrove,
Rt. I, Dexter.
Bobby F. McDougal,
Rt. 3, Benton; Teresa L.
Walker, Rt. 8; Casondra
F. Houk, Rt. 3; Isaac W.
Dunn, Rt. 1, Ledbetter;
Rita J. Elkins, 319 South
13th St.; Martha L.
Rains, 114 North Seventh
St.; John R. Morrison,
Rt. 2.
Debra L. Rushing, 611
South Market St., Paris,
Tenn.; Bill Hugh Swift,
Rt. 3; Vicki L. Oliver, 210
South Ninth St.; Thomas
C. Reeves, 106 East 12th
St., Benton; Robin D.
Cunningham, A-29 Fox
Meadows; Mary E.
Smotherman, Rt. 5;
Ethel Mitchuson, 727
Riley Court.
• Trudie M. Adams, Farmington; Delia Shelton,
RI,. 1, Dexter; Thomas G.
Wilson, Rt. 3; Flossie L.
Byerly, Rt. 6; Mary E.

Townley, Box 86, Farmington; Rozella Gatlin,
1424 E. Church, Union City, Tenn; Christine C.
Coklow, 401 North
Cherry.
Dorothy H. Jennings,
221 North 13th St., Mary
F. Martin, 412 Park Ave.,
Fulton; Ivy M. McCuiston, Rt. 2; Lucille
Pafford, 804 Curtis,
Paris, Tenn.; One H.
Jones, Rt. 1, Hazel; Herman Olswing, 721 Nash
Dr.
Adults 120
Nursery 8
8-21-82
Newborn admissions
Robin Cunningham and
baby girl, A-29 Fox
Meadows.
Dismissals
Junior Downs, Fern
Terrace Lodge; Fleda

Kay Greer and baby Ito).
Rt. 1, Kirlssey,; Vivian E
Reeves and baby girl,
1910 Cooper Dr., Paris,
Tenn.; Thelma Burkeen,
Rt. 1, Hardin. Ricky Dale
Spann, 805 Minerva;
Mavis L. Inman, Rt. 2.
Alice M. Gould, Rt. 6;
Christopher C. Jones, 201
North Third St.; Betty; J.
Taylor, Box 146, Paris,
Tenn.; Wilma E.Lyles,
Rt. 2; Melanie E. Bell,
Rt. 7, Benton; Jane D
Carter, Rt. 3, Fulton,
Cora Mae Smith, Rt. 8,
Benton.

Wilma J Beatty., 1662
College Terrace; Clara
B. Stubblefield, Rt 1,
Almo; Noel Parrish, CR
Box 48-P, New Concord;
Budl E. Stalls, Sr., 407
North Fifth St.; Ruby M.
Stations, Rt. 1, Hardin;
Edward 0. Chadwick, 106
South 12th St
Estelle Delaney, Rt. 4;
Beth Wilson, Box 91,
Hazel; Mary Opal Ray,
500 Whitnell; Clarice G.
McDaniel, Rt. 3; Herbert
H. Boyd, 503 North
Seventh St.; Willie B. Collins, 226 North Second St.

THE MOVIE STORE
— Videocassette Rentals AL
901.644-1 003

324-C Tyson Ave., Pons TN
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Just
moved in?
I can help
you out.

"I thought everyone in
YOU
IF YOU COULD
the Netherlands) wore
Don't worry and wonder about learning
LOSE WEIGHT WOULD HAY!
wooden shoes and lived in
your way around town Or what to see and
BY NOW.
BY YOURSELF
do. Or whom to ask.
windmills when I began
As WELCOME WAGON Representative
writing Kees," Ms.
I'll simplify the business of getting settled
Caterino said before the
Help you begin to enloy your new town
wedding. "Give me a
. good shopping, local attractions,
MI
break! I was only 8 years
community opportunities And my basket
old."
(
DIET
is full of useful gifts to please your family
CENTER.
Take a break from unpacking and call
"By meeting each
your good looks
For
me.
other and writing each
and good health.
other such a long time,
we built up a relationship
and we decided ,to get
Mary
Ingeborg Km
Hamilton
married," said Beukema.
Kathryn Outland 753-3079
Mon.-Fri. 8-530
Asst.
Asst
"And maybe we fell in
Hostess
492-8348
Sat. 10-2
753-5570
love a little bit."
CALL
"
2y
, .
Beukema did not speak
any English when the correspondence started but

LOSE WEIGHT!
IT'S A
NATURAL

ros. 'dc is

the Iargere
area ae
4
'

10,000 homesleft
Without power

eezing winds up
to 70mph
re last
lashed out i
night,
With
roughout the cutting poyzer lines
temperatures
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authorities are most dipping below 30:
estimated lack
are PO
'
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of heat.
concerned
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Hospitais have with the
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A Kero-Sun' Portable Heater needs no
electricity to keep you warm and cozy.
A Kero-Sun Portable Heater is
great in power failures. And it
can cut your fuel bills when
the power comes back on.
Hundreds of uses because
they're all portable. 99.9% fuel
efficiency means odorless.
smokeless operation. And
they need no chimney. Battery'
powered ignition system and
automatic shut-off device for
extra safety. Kero-Sun offers
portable kerosene heaters in
U.L.-listed models to fit your
particular needs. See a demonstration today
Drop by your Murray True Value Hardware
and see America's No. 1 Selling Kero Sun
Heater.
Becouse you don't
All at special Prices during August, which hove money to burn
also includes a free 5 gal. oil can, a 39"
value
Put one on lay-a-way for '25" and have it
paid for by winter.
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Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky,
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SRIgHTS
Delicious Crepe
For All Occasions
Cooler days and cooler nights call fora new Autumn
Wardrobe, and Bright's hos beautiful dresses for all
your Fall Occasions. This style features delicious
duco print poly satin stripe crepe designed with the
flattering flounce yoke and hem. Give yourself a
fashion treat, get anew dress from Bright's.

AFFORDABLES ,

THE BOTTOM LINE
Low-heeled comfort with a stylish
snipped toe. That's fashion and
at a price you can't beat.

ANdELO 32" .
BLACK

NAVY BROWN

fa,
OPEN FRIDAY 'TIL 830
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Wedding vows to be said on Sept. 25

datebook
Smorgasbord Sunday
Murray Assembly No 19 Order of the Rainbow
for Girls will have a benefit smorgasbord dinner on
Sunday, Aug 29, at the Masonic Hall at Highway
121 North and Johnny Robertson Road. Serving will
be from 12.30 to 2 p.m. with cost being $3 for adults
and $1.50 for children Public is invited and tickets
may be purchased in advance or at the door.

Luau planned Saturday
Murray Moose Lodge No. 2011, North 16'th Street,
will have its annual luau on Saturday, Aug. 28, at
the lodge hall. Dinner will be served from 7 to 9 p.m.
with a dance to follow from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Tickets
will be $10 per couple for both the dinner and the
dance and $6 per couple for the dance only. The
tickets may be purchased at the door.

Homecoming Sunday
Coldwater Baptist Church will have its annual
homecoming on Sunday. Aug. 29. The Rev, Larry
Salmon will speak at 11 a.m. with Sunday School at
10 a.m and a basket dinner at noon.
A gospel singing will be in the afternoon with The
Liberty Boys of Marshall County and The Prophets
Quartet from the host church to be featured.

Edwards selected
William Russell Edwards, son of William F. Edwards, 1110 County Cork Drive. Murray. has been
selected a Faculty Scholar for 1982-82school year at
Oxford College, Emory University, Oxford, Ga.
This scholarship award, based on high academic
achievement, is awarded to those sophomore
students who in the top 10 per cent of their class, according to Jennifer L. Purdom, director of admissions.

Mr and Mrs. John
Anderson, Rt. 2. Wing,
announce the engagement and approaching
marriage of their
daughter, Miss Mary
Lenora Kirkman, to
- Terry Lane Brown,son of
Dr. and Mrs. Ellwood
Brown,Jr., Rt. 7.
Miss Kirkman is the
granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Clyde W.
Kirkman. Graham, N.C.,
of Mrs. Francis Long,
Wingo, and of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Cooper.
The bride-elect is a 1979
graduate of Wingo High
School.
Mr. Brown is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Ellwood Brown, Sr., Hardin, and of Mr. and Mrs.
H.G. Story, Murray.
The groom-elect is a
1980 graduate of Murray
High School and is
employed by Cheyenne
Services, Inc., Midland,
Texas.
The couple will be married Saturday, Sept. 25, at
7:30 p.m. at the Wingo
Cumberland
Presbyterian Church.
A reception will follow
the ceremony.
All friends and
relatives are invited to attend the ceremony and
the reception.

Priddy at Memphis State Chris Priddy, Tupelo. Miss., son of Mr. and Mrs.
Forrest Priddy. attended the second half of the new
student orientation. Aug. 3-20. at Memphis State
University, Memphis. Seminars were conducted in
the University Center ballroom where students met
with counselors.
Priddy is a 1982 graduate of Tupelo High School
and received an academic scholarship to Memphis
State where he plans to major in computer science.

Persons dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from Community Hospital, Mayfield, were William Dublin, Rt. 8,
Murray, Holmes Eleanor Kendall, Murray, Harry
T. Shelton, Jr.. Rt. 1. Hazel, and Larry Glynn
Smith, Rt. 8, Murray.

Special Buy Bedspreads
16.99
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Mary Lenora Kirkman,
bride-elect, Terry Lane Brown

Melanie Eggleston wins award at fair

Choose from a great selection
of florals, stripes, strawberry
shortcake and Columbia
designs in twin or full sizes —
All at one super low price.
Easy care poly rayon.

Your Individual.
Horoscope

Styles similar to illustration

_

----- Save on our plush
Velluv blanket.

Sale 12.99

Melanie Eggleston of
Miss Eggleston studied
Paris Landing Arts and
of the Arts, Sept. 25-26, at
Calloway County has sculpture at Virginia
Crafts Festival, Sept. 11Murray; and BoschCon, a
been awarded the prize Commonwealth Universi12 at Paris Landing State
science fiction convention
for Best Model In Show at ty in Richmond, Va., Park, . Tenn.; Murrayin Birmingham, Ala.,
the Eighth Atlanta Fan- where she received a
Calloway County Festival
Nov. 19-21.
tasy Fair conducted at Bachelor of Fine Arts
the World Congress degree in crafts.
Center, Atlanta. Ga.,
Other awards she has
Aug. 13-15.
ved recently include
The prize was awarded. recei
Honorable Mention for
for Miss Eggleston's clay
Art Show Crafts Display
sculpture, "Travelers'
at Archon 6, a science fie. Frances Drake
Rest." Famed fantasy
tion and fantasy festival
FOR FRIDAY,AUGUST 27, 1982
movie special effects
conducted at Chase Park What kind of day will tumor- when you're inclined to
master Ray Harryhausen
Plaza Hotel,St. Louis, Ju- row be? To find out what the magnify small disappointserved as judge in this
lv 23-25.
stars say, read the forecast ments.
competition.
given for your birth sign.
CANCER
Upcoming events in
The Atlanta Fantasy
June 21 to July 221
Fair is an annual event which Miss Eggleston's ARIES
11
44 Good will leads to work
and was attended by over sculpture will be Mar.21 to Apr. 191 41
The morning hours are your gains, but verbally you're
2,600 people this year.
displayed include the
p
best
ressfor
irigbe
rpgma
innpin
tige a
setprtim
ip oer:
ts
x-. quick to take offense at a
social occasion later. Don't be
Later, complications couldsareastic.
LEO
arise.
, ,(July. 23 to Aug. 221
TAURUS
Romance looks favorable,
( Apr. 20 to May 20) UktI.P
Domestic pursuits are but a relative may not follow
favored and self-discipline br- through on a promise. Don't
ings work accomplishments, feel that you have to get the
Minor disputes over trifles last word in.
VIRGO
could mar the afternoon.
L
( Aug.23 to Sept. 22) ffPt
GEMINI
Left to your own devices,
( May 21 to June 201
You'll experience positive you'll get a lot done now.
romantic feedback now. Keep However, you're inclined to be
this development in mind later too critical of others. Be
tolerant.
LIBRA
( Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Despite some happy social..
developments, you may feel
somewhat inhibited. Try to let
go in order to enjoy truly happy times.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 211 nlieV
An acquaintance knows just
how to get under your skin, but
you'll be pleased with today's
chances for career and financial gain.
SAGITTARIUS
INov. 22 to Dec. 21 )
Behind-the-scenes career
moves will backfire, though a
Famolare
friend
is helpful to you finanGood Selection
cially. Travel leads to
Rubber Back
Of Summer
romance.
' CAPRICORN
/4Tk <
(Dec. 22 tb Jan. 19
Though business prospects
Final Clearance
improve, it's a mixed bag
-Great For Beach
regarding social life, Stay
or Swimming Pool
cleargof those who rub you the

80

twin

Reg. 522. Rich

Vellux blanket is cloud-light, yet
luxuriously warm. Its secret: two layers of nylon
pile bonded to polyurethane foam. Machine
washable, dryable.

DAVES LAWN
CARE

4124-4=k

Complete Lawn Care &
Landscaping Service
Free Estimates

Drapery Closeout
16.49 Pr. 48 x 84

CALL: 436-2820

Reg. 32.90
Open
weave, machine
washable draw draperies adapt to any
decor. Choose from 4 trend setting colors
in blends of cotton/poly/ rayon with the
added plus of energy wise acrylic/cotton
foam backing
Sale
72 x 84'
62.99
31.49
96 x 84'
41.99
83.99

Factory Discount
Shoes
We are Open
Sunday 1-6
for your shopping
convenience.

Sandals

Sale Shoes

$595

$495

New Shipment
Ladies Leather

Men's Boots

Pro Keds
Desk Lamps
25% off
Sale $21 Req. $28. The high-intensity reading
lamp is ideal for tight spaces Uses one 40 W
Bulb
Adjustable gooseneck
Sale $12.75 Reg. $17.
lamp is practical and great looking in brown
high gloss enamel 13 high

New Shipment of

Work Boots
$33

,.-•ner, The
Reg. 13.99:
eiectrontc dgial flip-)eat alarm clock
With lighted dial for easy readability
across a dark room Plus repeat snooze
alarm for that extra 40 wmks Black
Sale pnces ettectlye through Saturday

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray. Kentucky
Catalog phone (5021759-4080

Acme Dingo Levi,
Texas, Durango
Sizes 612 - 13

$24

Sale 10.49

New Shipment
Men's Lace Up 8"

Work Boots
New Shipment of
Men's leather

$

5

All leather

Men's Dress &
Casual Shoes
$1 4-$1 6-$1 8
I adies Casuals

Half-Boots $25 Famolare$ 1 995
Men's Tennis
Women's Tennis
Men's Tennis
$25 Shoes
Shoes
$2895
Shoes

JCPenney
Sal

nWI

$2795

Jordache Bata leather

1

16th & Main

CongialulaTains

Kangaroo Leather &
Pony Leather

Kangaroo leather

753-9419

Mon.-Sat. 9-6

s

From The Bel-Air Merchants

Sun. 1-6

en

AQUARIUS
/No 4A
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Accept invitations for good
times with friends, perhaps
those at a distance. Career
negotiations require more
time to be successful.
PISCES
1Feb. 19 to Mar. 201
Things go smoothly for you
career wiseand you'll be able
to put the finishing touch on a
project. Travel vibrations are
mixed.
YOU BORN TODAY have
executive talents and dislike
being in a subordinate position. You have a natural interest in world problems and
are practical enough to implement your ideals. A born administrator, you'd do well in
the political arena. You like a
good fight and don't know the
meaning of the word "defeat."
In business you're usually
found in a management position, though you're also drawn
to the professions.
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Collins serves as leader at symposium
Dr
Irina Collins,
associate professor of
music at Murray State
University, served as a
discussion leader at a recent National Symposium
on the Applications of
Psychology to the
Teaching and Learning of
Focused on motivation
and creativity, the session at the University of
Michigan at Ann Arbor

was the third in a series
co-sponsored by the
Music Educators National Conference
MENCI and the University of Michigan and supported by a grant from
the Presser Foundation
of Philadelphia.
Dr. Collins, a member
of the faculty at Murray
State since 1976, was one
of the discussion leaders
invited to participate has-

ed on publications,
research and involvement in MENC activities.
Some of the leading
psychologists in the country made presentations
on motivation and
creativity as one phase of
the study of the
psychological implications of learning theories
to music education.
They included Dr.
Frank Barron, research

psychologist at the
University of California
at Santa Cruz, and Dr.
Martin L. Maehr,
associate director of the
Institute for Child
Behavior and Development at the University of
Illinois
About 200 teachers,
supervisors, consultants
and others in fields
related to music education attended the session.

HEALTH
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Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

DEAR DR LAMB — I your blood is generally the
Now that your weight is her to see a neurologist For
went to a doctor for an same fat you see on meat. It down you may be able to lib- what' To get her brain operexamination and he said my is connected to cholesterol eralize your diet as long as ated on' Those medicines
blood fat was extremely and a blood protein so it will you don't regain weight I'd could all cause her dizziness
high. 401. when acceptable be soluble in your blood
recommend that if you liber- Or she could have a potassi-readings were between 30 Cholesterol is really a alize your diet that you also urn deficiency from her
and 150. He gave me a low. large molecule of alcohol, in start a regular walking diuretic You should have
fatdiet to follow, which chemical terms. It is a waxy program. Exercise also suggested she see her doctor
excludes all fats. I am not substance usually released seems to help lower truth.. and ask to have her dosage
overweight and was feeling in your bile into your intesadjusted or try different
reasonably good for a worn- tine. It is commonly found in cerides
To help you sort out the DEAR READER — I
an of 71
animal products. but not in
I was not able to under- plants The word means bile differences in fats I am have included your letter in
sending you The Health Let- my column as an excellent
stand from the doctor the solids.
difference between choles- We are concerned about ter number 15-2, Under- example of how people get
terol and blood fat or what cholesterol because the standing Your Cholesterol. confused in medicine Your
the high readings I had fatty-cholesterol plaque that Triglycerides and Other problem is you don't know as
might caise if not corrected. builds up in the wall of Blood Fats. Others can send much as you think you do.
He said rny cholesterol was arteries is mostly cholester- 75 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed A neurologist does not do
normal and my blood pres- ol.
brain surgery. That would be
sure was 120 over 62
While high cholesterol-lev- envelope for it to me, in care a neurosurgeon. A neuroloCould ‘ou please clarify els are more often associat- of this newspaper, P.O. Box
for me the difference and ed with fatty-cholesterol 1551, Radio City Station, gist is a diagnostician for
problems that affect the
give me tome idea of what I deposits in the arteries, New York, NY 10019
function of the brain — one
can expect if I don't stay on there is a weak association
DEAR DR. LAMB — I such problem is dizziness.
the diet" 1 have lost 13 with triglycerides (fats). If decided to write you regardpounds in two months and your cholesterol is low or ing your column about diag- Then he will prescribe treatnow weigh 102 I'm 5 feet 1 normal and your triglycer- nosing the dizzy patient. I ment on the basis of his
diagnosis. If the lady does
with a small frame.
ides are high it is not as think you did a grievous have a problem with her
DEAR READER — Blood important But if your tri- wrong to the lady who wrote
medications, which you cerfats and triglycerides are glycerides are high it is wise you. She named medications
tainly do not know, he will
the same thing. The fat in to lower them,
she was on and you advised adjust them.

SAVE— SAVE—SAVE— SAVE— SAIC.— SAVE — SAVE—SAVE—
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western shirts to top your jeans
Styled with button cuffs and chest
pockets with button flaps Easy care
cotton and poly%cotton in a
stampede of Colorful plaid'
MensSML XL
Reg. Sale
Heavyweight
flannel shirt
S16 12.80

Sale 10.99
and 11.99

Our Pia, P,,ckets • ear-..s In Denu.
Extra an extra-sturdy blend of
polyester..totton that's really rugged
and long-wearing Men's sizes
Reg
Sale
Plain Pockets'
corduroy jeans
$15 11.99
Plain Pockets'
denim jeans
$14 10.99

rs,

753-2380

!•:VERYDAY 1,0W PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE

Check your blood
pressure between
doctor visits
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If you have a high blood pressure problem, it is
especially important to monitor your pressure between
office visits and report the measurements to your doctor. We make it easy for you with the VITA-STAT
BLOOD PRESSURE COMPUTER.

ows just
skin, but
today's
id finan-

What's YOUR
Blood Pressure?

career
.hough a
iii finanads to

check your blood pressure regularly.
One reading is not enough to know your true,
average blood pressure because your blood
pressure can fluctuate as much as 30 points during a normal day. Many experts suggest 5 to 10
readings taken at different times on different
days to determine your true average. The VitaStat Blood Pressure Computer makes this easy,
convenient and inexpensive.
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DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

)4
506 N. 12th Murray, Ky. Olympic Plaza
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,
and good ioows ...s,trio ut any 1s
the back pockets These a,.•
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Sale'12
and 12.80

Difference in fats?
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Plain Pockets sale.
20% off denims,
cords, shirts.

A FREE Community

4t.

Sale'6
Reg. 7.50. Wear the insignia 1.Y
your favorite team, printed o,
one of our easy-going tees
Classic crewneck styling in
cotton or poly Cotton Assboed
college and- pro team names and
colors Men s sizes S M.L XL
Baseball shirt with placket f-ont
Re o 10 50 Sale 8.40

N. I 4A•',

Service Of
VITA-STAT
WE CARE ABOUT YOUR HEALTH
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Save 20% on all
these sporty knits.

Sale 9.60
Reg $12. Wear yof.i
colors to kick oft the season football
jersey is cotton or poly cotton
with contrasting stripes For
men's sizes S M L XL
Sate pnces effective
through Saturday

CHECK YOUR BLOOD PRESSURE
FREE WITH OUR VITASTAT°
BLOOD PRESSURE TELLER
a free community service: blood pressure testing during all business hours. This FREE Blood Pressure Service is for anyone in our community, it is not restricted
to our customers, everyone is welcomed.
A FREE COMMUNITY SERVICE *
—17

a
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Open 9:00-9:90 Mon..-Sat.
- and 1:00-.6:00 Sundays
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Exercise your options.
Save on our colorful
fashion activewear

•

20% off.

Fall is no time to slow down Especially when we ve
got tremendous savings on all Our fashion
activewear Like these winners by JC Penney.
Go for the sweatshirts with big kanga,no pockets
Or play for the sweatpants and shorts All made of
comfortable cotton acrylic fleece in plenty of
terrific colors So run in now before they all run out,
You cant lose at 20% off S M L sizes

Reg. Sale
$14 11.20
5.60
$7
$10
8.00
$9
7.20
$9
7.20

Hooded jacket

Snorts
V-Neck
Pants with knit bottoms
Long sleeve shirt

IMS.4*

Styles similar to illustrations.

All women's blouses
20% off.
Sale 14.40 Reg S18 Lung-sleeve satin stripe blouse
with bow or convertible collar 100% polyester in
fail fashion colors Misses 8-18
Sale 14.40 Reg $18 Ruffled high-Collar blouse in
Orig. $28. Get carried away with incredible sayings
on a great selection of Leather handbags. Choose
from double handle and shoulder styles with
up-tothe-minute details like extra compartments and
buckle closings. -

your choice of prints Woven polyester in long
sleeves Misses 8-18

Sale $12 Reg S15 Asymmetrical button blouse
with high-ruffle collar Pretty as a picture in
school-girl plaids for juniors sizes 5-15

JCPenney

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
,
Catalog Phone (502)759-4080
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don't you be left holding the bag. Lest John know that
he'si expected to share the expenses that have already
been incurred.
DEAR ABBY What does a mother do when she suspects
her son has become a drug dealer.
' He doesn't fit the
description of what one pictures a drug dealer to be He is
educated, clean-cut, well mannered and dresses beautifulls
He's 22 and still in college
I wonder how he is able to drive an expensist ncu.
A. a unautoui apartment, tcavel first class and bus
,
tion
expensive clothes and gifts without working He tells me he
has done well on some "investments.- but he knows I don't
Van Buren
believe ham
Do I let him make his own mistakes? The price could Is
very high He's my son and. nt course, I love him.
NO NAME OR TOWN

Decision to 'Hold' Throws
Eager Fiancee Off Balance

DEAR NO NAME: If your son has chosen not to
DEAR ABBY: I am 30 and John not his real name)is 39. reveal the source of his mysterious income,
there is
When we became engaged last March. I was thrilled because nothing you can do about it. Eventually you
will learn
I'd been waiting for him to propose for two yea's. We agreed
— to your sorrow, or your relief.
on an October wedding, hut I went ahead and made all the
DEAR
arrangements — right down to having the invitations women ABBY I belong to a social club for single men and
over 60 years old. Being a man. I notice that
most
printed.
men look the women pver and book the prettiest
ones for
I've been paying for everything myself, but last night I dances
right away.
asked John if he could help some. That's when he said some
Me? I look the women over. then I pick the women
I think
friends advised him to ask me to sign a statement saying will be
the least likely to be asked to daiwe — the plain
ones,
everything he had before our marriage will be his alone. I the
overweight, the very tall. the'skinny, or the ones
who
told him I would sign anything and gladly. Then he said he look
bashful and hang back. They are my first choice
still loves me hut he wants to put our wedding on "hold" for
Why? Because I find them to be the best company
Most
a while!
good-looking
Abby, we've lived together for nearly two years, so we're and selfish. women are inclined to be conceited, spoiled
The plain -ones tend to be more thoughtful and
not exactly strangers. I love John and don't want to push generous.
Plain
him into anything he's not comfortable with, but our plans women never women are usually smarter,too. Most pretty
worked too hard cultivating their brain,
are made and the date is set. What should I do besides cry? because
they were able to get by on their looks.
LOSING HOPE
So my advice to gentlemen is: If you want a real
jewel, you
will find her wrapped in a plain package.
DEAR LOSING: Be grateful that John admitted
MP,1
that he's not ready for marriage. He's not.) And since
DEAR MEL: Generalizations are generally unfair,
he suggested that you put the wedding on "hold," but your
observations are worth noting.

Hospital dismissals told
Adujis 1./ti
Nursery 4
0-2242

t'ItO

Jai SSW.

5iDe
Arjai.0
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White Feather Farm
Grade A Large

EGGS

FRIDAY: SEA FOOD BUFFET Including Salad Bar

$998

Shrimp Frog teqs-Oysters-Clams•Scallops

SUNDAY: Country Buffet Including Salad Bar

DISCOUNT TO
0/
0 SENIOR WIZENS

All Three
With 545.00
Order

79
With S 15.00 Additional Purchase
Excluding Tobacco, Dairy
B Chicken Special

PEACHES

19 a

I P Steak

69C
foci 3/$100

CRACKERS

18 ol

Iscky Leal Apple

SAUCE

1 BC Reg or Sugar free

CORN
Hyde Park Ban/it'

pi. $1 79

Iwo dishwashing

PEARS

LIQUID .

Carnation trj

31 o, $1
"

50 CT ec

5gc

Roberts Vanilla

PEANUTS

WAITERS

11 or

Noels
Betty Crocker Apple Cinnamon

KETCHUP

CAKE MIX
Center Cut

SPARE
RIBS
$159

DELI
Uwen 5 Best maim,

v • r•

•

COPY AVAILABLE

89c

Green Giant Cut Green
or french Style

PORK-N-BEANS

U.S.D.A. Grade 'A'

Faintly Pack

PORK
CHOPS

I

Lb.9r

b.$ 1 89

MEATS

PRODUCE

SPARE RIBS

Iolden Ripe
$
lb /79

BANANAS

Pork Loin

END ROAST
$729
sl

Field 1201.

2189c
3189c

BEANS
Show Boat

BUY TWO GET ONE FREE

Country Style
279
ea $

M

CHICKEN LEGS
OR THIGHS

Lb.

KEN
8.8,0
Owen's
IRVS
' pcsCHIC
fried
CHICKEN
Owen's Best
B.B.Q. BEEF
Owen's Best Deli
BAKED HAM
Owen's Best Boneless Pit
BAKE
D HAM
Owen's Best

1801

Fresh Pork

PORICw. CHOPS
$1 98

2/89c
59c
5129

BARS

Glan funlowe Sandwich

BAGS

Planters Cocktail

Lb.

Green Giant WA or C S

ROOTBEER

89C
5 az

Sunshine Arisay

69C

Say-Som Sliced

$159
la Sal

SAUCE

TOILET TISSUE
Limit 2

Tropicana Orange

JUICE

White Cloud

With 515.00 Additional Purchase
Excluding Tobacco, Dairy
& Chicken Special

With 515.00 Additional Purchase
Excluding Tobacco, Dairy
A Chicken Special

CALL 753-1 31 4

NEW STORE HRS
Mon Thurs
8-7
Fri & Sat 8-8

Limit 3

Doz.

FOR CATERING

10

79

-r

Limit 3

499

Drink & Tm$

110.m. to 3 p m

COCA COLA

Coke J,.2.

Murray, Ky.
753-1314
$ 1 $9

6 to 10 p.m.

2 Liter Size

,

Nell F' Hendon, Rt. 8:
Luria I' Nh Wane, Box
Irene F. Littl
f(i 1. Hardin: Willie .R.„
Whitehead expired. lit
I !, I 'nn

MONDAYS: Hamburger fully Dressed with fries

We Honestly Have The Best Meats In Town!
Both with
530.00 Order

:ountry Oven Hamburger
'r Ho!Dog
th

Worm
lb

Me)t tr.td. J',.

Lee Cash 1309 Will,
St . Mas field

Steak &
Pasta

Chestnut Street

/7Ir
o
w
30
2%
71
es
cococi.
Bonus Special with
$15 00 Order

Loud:

and baby boy. Rt. 3,
Mayfield: Vicki Lynn
No newborn admissions Hunt and baby boy, Box
434, Paris, Tenn
Dismissals
E Kathleen Green.
Barbara Dale Edwards South 13th St
. Howard I
and baby girl, Rt. 8, Ben- Morgan, Rt.
6, Benton'
ton: Tamela D. White and Franklin D. Elkins.
Dexhat,‘ bto. ft.,‘ iii;P
r..) Rhonda .1 1,Nell '003

BROCCOLI
Seedless White

PRO LEAGUERS... 17oz 99C GRAPES
U.S. Choice 1 lb.
Fancy Green
RIB EYE STEAK
CABBAGE
U.S Choice New York
1g 36 Size
STRIPSTEAK
CELERY

BUNS

89 ROLL
S
eur
1b89
19 CAKE
39 CAKE

Bunch

8 Pk.

65c

12 CT

69c

Bur TWO GET ONE FREE

:gantry Oven Brown S Serve

TWO GET ONE FREE

Country Oven Angel food
13 or $1
"

Country Oven Pound

$'69
16 oz

I

•

•

•
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Defense may outshine runners
when Mayfield comes to town
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
While Mayfield High
has been noted in the past
for producing talkedabout tailbacks, Cardinal
coach Jack Morris says
this year his defense is
the most impressive
aspect of his squad.
"If we have a strong
point, it would have to be
our defense," Morris said
in a telephone interview
Wednesday.
Friday Mayfield brings
its strong point defense,
along with a better-thanadequate offense, to open
Murray High's football
season at 8 p.m. at Ty
Holland Stadium.
Part of Morris high
opinion of his defense
stems from the team's
performances in two recent. competitions — a
scrimmage against
Hopkinsville during
preseason and last
week's opener at
Owensboro Apollo.
"We're not nearly as
big and strong as we were
last year. but we've got
as much quickness, if not
more, than. we've ever
had before," Morris said.
Against Hopkinsville
the defense provided
shutout ball in the first
half while the offense produced 14 points. Against
Apollo last Friday, the

Cards racked up 21 first
half points and held the
hosts scoreless until the
fourth period.
Mayfield defensive
back Eugene Bransford
picked off an Apollo pass
and rambled :)-yards for
a touchdown and another
Mayfield interception set
up yet another score as
the Cards routed Apollo.
21-8.
Our defense allowed
only one first down in the
first half against Apollo
and we gave up only 95
yards in total offense."
Morris said. -I was more
disappointed in our offense the last two times
out."
Whereas most high
school programs would
be leaping at the talent
available to Morris and
his offensive staff, the
Cards' coach downplayed
some of his team's
weaknesses so far this
year.

ris is finding potential
replacements.
Junior runningback
Steve Wynn, a state
champion track runner
as a sophomore, may well
fill the vacant shoes of
Redd
'81 tailback
recruited by Missouri ) or
Moss '80 tailback at
Murray State.
"He's not the
breakaway type of runner as Redd or Moss, yet,
but with the kind of speed
he's got ( 4.6 in the 40-yard
dash he can break it
anytime," said Morris.
Wynn broke loose
against Apollo for the
game's first TD, a threeyard burst, then before
the half he streaked 60
yards for another six
points. Morris and his
staff was "happy he
broke that long one"
against Apollo because
"maybe it'll give him
some incentive and confidence to do it again

Wynn will get his next
opportunity at breaking
away, Friday. when he
goes against the fledghng
defense of MHS coach
Tim English. The Tigers
accepted a 35-15
preseason exhibition loss
against Heath in their only encounter against outside competition this
season.
But the rivalry itself..
according to Morris,
should make up for any
shortcomings the school's
might have.
"Anytime Murray and
Mayfield meet it's always
a tough game," the Cards
coach said, "When we
face Murray our kids get
up for it and whenever
they think about us I'm
sure they feel the same
way. I've heard nothing
but good things about the
new program at Murray.
They've got a new coach,
a new outlook and it'll be
interesting to see what
happens."

"We don't have the Jon
Redd or Marcus Moss in
the backfield this year
and we graduated three
players to major colleges
on scholarship. It's not
often you'll come across
ST. LOUIS ( AP) — Add Valenzuela in his infant
that kind of talent on a a heretofore hidden home
career.
high school team this run punch to the list of
An offering from Steve
size." he said.
storybook ac- Mura, 11-8, of the
St.
But for what the Car- complishrnents already
Louis Cardinals proved
dinals lost in talent, Mor- reeled off by Fernando
Wednesday night to be to

Racers
initiate
new turf

.1111
40t.01111014 •OF
END OF THE LINE -- Freshman running back Dennis
Dockery (48) finds his
path interrupted by a hard-nosed tackle from defensive
end Stefan Jones ( 20).
The action was part of Murray State's first intersqua
d scrimmage on the new
turf at Roy Stewart Stadium Wednesday. In the workout,
Dockery rushed for 40
yards on four carries.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Dodger ace unleashes hidden homer
the young Los Angeles
pitcher's liking. It wound
up in the right field seats
as part of an 11-3 victory
for the Dodgers.
• • 'I was surprised,
because I had never hit
one --even in , the minor
leagues," saiu Valenzuela, who recovered
from the shock of his
home run to register a
six-hitter.
"It was a fastball a little bit inside. I hit two in
the Central League in
Mexico," he said. "I had
to keep bearing down in
the game, because St.
Louis is a very good hitting club."
Los Angeles Manager
Tom Lasorda said Valenzuela's teammates in the
Dodgers dugout did not
spare their star pitcher
the hazing reserved for
those belting their first
major league homers.
"We all played that
silent treatment on him,"
Lasorda said. "And then,
of course, everybody
ganged all over him. It's

iNel:

not a surprise. He's a
great athlete."
Although Valenzuela's
home run preceded the
midpoint clf his 14th complete game, tops in the
National League it
finished the Cards forall
'
intents.
.Bill Russell also
homered one batter
ahead of the Los Angeles
hurler. Valenzuela's blow
made it 5-1, and only a
series of misplays permitted the Cards to draw
closer.
Valenzuela, following a
pop fly by George Hendrick that dropped in for

an RBI double with two.
out in the fifth inning,
shut down St. Louis on
one hit.
The 21-year-old hurler,
17-9, struck out four and
walked one while hecomIte
:
baseball's first 17game winner. His lone
glaring error was Gene
Tenace's solo hdmer in
the St. Louis second.
By winning, Los
Angeles moved a game
ahead in the NI. West
over the Braves as the
Cards dropped back to
two games in front of the
Philadelphia Phillies in
the NL East.

MILWAUKEE (API —
The Milwaukee Brewers
plan to make a fuss if the
A's Rickey Henderson
breaks the major-league
record for stolen bases.
and expect it will be
much more cheerful than
the scene he left in
Oakland.

With Henderson just 90
feet short of matching
Lou Brock's 1974 majorleague record of 118
stolen Wises in a season,
the A's open a four-game
series in Milwaukee
County Stadium tonight.
The Brewers are
understandably more in-

*Oct. 16 Middle Tennessee 2:00 p.m.

p.m.

Game has been designated 'Homecoming and the crowning
of the queen will be held prior to the game Besides the
crowning, other highlights of homecoming will be the
homecoming parade Saturday morning and the performanc
e
by the MSU before and at halftime of the game

Game has been designated WPSD- TV Poster Night - and
full-color MSU football posters will be given away to the
first
2,000 children thru the turnstiles Special fireworks show will
follow the game Special pre-game entertainment also
planned
.n
vad,m beginning 8! 6 3C

23 Southwest Missouri 1:30 p.m.

*Oct.
Game has been designated 'Parent's Day and parents of
MSU students will be invited to the game as
part of the
Saturday activities which also include an appearance by Red
Skelton in the evening in Racer Arena Special pre-ga
me
entertainment also planned in the stadium beginning at
12 30

*Sept. 18 Central Missouri 7:30 p.m.
Game nas been designated 'Murray Cable Vision Night'
and "Go Gold' hand fans will be given away to the lest
8,000
fans thru the turnstiles Brothers and sisters of MSU
students
will also be invited to the game as part of first 'Future
Racer
Weekend Special pre-game entertainment also planned in
ltie stadium beginning at 630

*Nov. 13 Akron 1:30 p.m.
Game has been designated Scout Day' and Boy Scouts
from Kentucky and Tennessee will be invited to the game and
participate in special pre-game flag raising ceremonies Special
cloth patches will be given each scout who attends

9 Tennessee-Martin 7:30 p.m.

*Oct.
Game has been designated Band Night and area nigh
school bands will perform before and at halftime of game
Special 10 030 meter road race sponsored by
Peps Cola MI
be held prior to the game and conclude on the track in
Stewart Stadium

Chair Seats

•Nov. 20 Western Kentucky 1:30 p.m.
Game has been designated 'Press Day" and area news media
representatives will be honored at the game Special pre game
entertainment also planned in the stadium beginning at 12 30

$50

RESERVE SEATS NOW IN
BEAUTIFUL ROY STEWART STADIUM

Chair seats sell for $50 apiece and also require a minimum
donation of $75 per seat to the MSU Racer Club, the
universrty's non-profit fund raising booster organization
Donations to the Pacer Club We tar deductible

Reserved Bleacher Seats

Goodleor
Scae
Ott
Every
Solat
llo
dua
es
teit
tev1
8011111%ate Oval.
LIgI
nftruclitlivest
Day
s
"two
Auto &
ENOS

$43, $31

Adult reserved bleacher seats sell for $43 apiece in section
and $31 apiece in sections U and W SPecial adult
'oup
rate season tickets are available in Z for 418 apiece call
762 WOO for mformationl

Family Plan

NORR1.11%4E b•.00
SIXTOROP3

$21.50, $18

Child reserved bleacher seats sell for $21 50 apiece in section
V and $18 apiece in sections U and W but must be bought
as
Parr of the Family Plan The Family Plan allows a
person who
purchases two adult tickets to purchase child tickets at half
price for any child in tus immediate family

— ---SOuln

rss
:
31.0
9;i
s;
y
Stl
a:ta
ti
tr
cast:I
"

North

Call 762 6800 for ticket information or come by athletic
ticket office in Room 211 of Stewart Stadium

indicates No Seats evadable For Sale
kaSu Students Sit in Sections R S T

1982 MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY FOOTBALL TICKE APPLI
T
CATION
Na

NAOMI MORI

Pm*

Chelr Seas

Amount

SOD OS

Adds Oesenred Ilboreher Obese V

Select from MSU's ticket options and place your order as
promptly as possible so you will be assured of the best seating
available Return this application with a check made
Payable to
MSU Mail to

Advil Reerevedlaw
Chid Observed lebbeorr Deed.v
Med Ilseeoved ebbe« Sectens. U V/
1./smIllng Crease niuSIg•

SO OD

lir OD
.821 00
IMOD

ri,,wi••!'
TOTAI

MSU Athletic Ticket Office
Room 211 Stewart S7achurn
Murray KY 42071
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Ask about our libera budget terms.
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Brewers plan fuss for thief

RACER FOOTBALL: Your Best Entertainment Buy In 1982
*Sept. 4 Southeast Missouri

Murray State conducted its first intersquad
scrimmage on the new
turf at Roy Stewart
Stadium, Wednesday
night, and for some
Racers the turf was like a
stroke of satin.
For others the outing
wasn't as enjoyable.
Operating with the
Blue, first team players,
against the White,
Southeast Missouri
simulators, the Racers
played game-like situations including kickoffs
and returns.
Starting quarterback
Winston Ford racked up
Impressive stats, throwing for 107 yards on five of
nine attempts. Twice he
connected on scoring
strikes — one a 41-yarder
to Chris Biggers and a
shorter one to John
Walsh.
Terry Suggs picked up
42 yards on five carries
and freshman Dennis
Dockery ran for 40 yards
in four attempts.
Defensively, end Todd
Surber intercepted a
Brian Fine pass for the
Blue squad.
But a jarring note
struck the Racer defense
when Donald White, all
conference linebacker,
was helped from the field
with an iblured knee. Today he wa-s to undergo
scope treatment and the
severity of the injury isn't
completely known yet.
White is the second
Racer linebacker to go
down with a knee injury
this preseason, the other
was Mark Simmons who
was injured in Sunday's
scrimmage and will
possibly be sidelined the
rest of the year.

Tro

721 Soulh 12th Street — Murray. Ky. 42071

(502) 753-0595

terested in preserving
their East Division lead
in pursuing an American
League pennant than in
Henderson's thievery.
Nevertheless, the
hosts, against whom
Henderson has% stolen
eight times this year,
have been making plans
since Tuesday to fete him
if and when he sets a
record.
The game is to be interrupted for a presentation
of the stolen bag itself,
and Brock was invited to
town to participate,
Brewer spokesman Tom
Skibosh said.
Despite the anticipation, however, the A's
were talking little about
the matter Wednesday,
declaring that Henderson
would not be available for
interviews prior to a news
conference this afternoon.
The club was steaming
Tuesday night over what
it called some maneuvering that interferred with
Henderson's effort to tie
the record before the
home fans during a game
with the Detroit Tigers.
A's manager Billy Martin accused the Tigers of
intentionally walking
Oakland's Fred Stanley
in the eighth inning so
that the bases would be
filled ahead of Henderson.
Sure enough, Henderson singled, but was stuck
on first with Stanley 90
feet away on second.
Then Stanley got far
enough off second to get
caught in a rundown.
Detroit manager Sparky
Anderson suggested Martin rigged the pickoff to
clear the road for
Henderson.

Football
tryouts
Saturday
Calloway County Little
•Lottftir
will be conducted Saturday at Laksr Stadium.
All players and parents
Interested in coaching
are invited to attend the 9
a.m. session
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Trouble's a-brewin'in Union County
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Charlie Bob Paris' persuasive ways may bring
the Class AAA District I
football title back to
Union County this year.
However a couple factors
may stand in his way beating Calloway County
High Friday night is one.
"Calloway is definitely
the top team," Paris said,
evalutating the district
members. '-Then there's
Lone Oak, Reidland and
the other three 1UCHS,
Crittenden County and
Webster County I are
even. It'll be a very tough
game Friday but ... I
don't believe the loser
couldn't win the district."
Last year Paris'
Braves lost the opening
district game at Calloway
County, 26-2, and went on

to finish 2-9 overall.
This year, for a
multitude of reasons, not
the least of which is
Parts' disdain for losing,
the Braves' chances for
improvement appear optimistic.
Against Calloway the
Braves will have the 2'-z
hour bus ride working
against the takers, plus a
partisan Union County
crowd will witness the
contest.
The hometown advantage will work in the
Braves' favor, admits
Paris, who quickly points
out CCHS has already
played one game
defeating Fulton County, 28-8) while his squad
has yet to face an opponent in game-like situations.

Despite the negative
factors Paris is considering, two pluses will work
in his favor - namely
running backs Mike
Wilson and Eric
Everhart.
The pair were persuaded by Paris to convert
from basketball to football and both have shown
promise in preseason
drills. Wilson, 6-2, 200
pounds, is the more aggressive of the two playing both fullback and
linebacker with 4.9 speed.
Everhart,6-3, 198 pounds,
is the faster of the pair
4.6 but has been battling an ankle injury
recently.
In a scrimmage against
Owensboro Catholic last
week Wilson scored on a
2I-yard sweep, then reeled off a 72-yard TD jaunt

CINCINNATI API The president of the
University of Cincinnati
says the school will suffer
serious damage to its
athletic program if court
action taken to keep the
football program in Division I-A fails.
The university won a
temporary restraining
order Wednesday allowing its football program
to remain Division I-A"until an injunction hearing
is held next week.
"It seems clear to us
that we qualify for I-A
status under. the NCKA's

own rules," said UC home and abroad. All of
President Henry Winkler. this puts us in some
"It seems we are very jeopardy for the wrong
likely to be injured by the reasons since we believe
action in a variety of we qualify."
ways. Various television
The football program
packages are geared to I- was dropped to Division
A games and other ar- I-AA last Friday by the
rangements with local National Collegiate
television stations might Athletic Association. The
be jeopardized.
university. filed a complaint in Hamilton County
-It might very well in- Common Pleas Court on
jure our ability to recruit Wednesday challenging
young men of the caliber the NCAA's decision to
needed to compete in the change its status. Judge
kind of competition we Fred Cartolano _granted
face. It could have an the seven-day order until
adverse affect on atten- a hearing for injunction
dance at games both at can beheld.
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Let Us Service and Maintain Your Vehicles
We Do Genets' Auto Illepoir•Tione ups•erokes•Thocks•

CALL US TO BUFF MIRROR GLAZE IL WAX YOUR
VEHICLES AT LOW REASONABLE RATES.

Major League Baseball
Montreal
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Clesimili i. Msiersal•
.
"
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57
Eastern Din*.
_
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Sew York
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Hendon's Service Station

753-1921
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Central Shopping Center

Celebrating the

Grand Re-Opening
PRICES GOOD THRU AUGUST 30th
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went on to win, who blocked a punt
three touchdowns to against Catholic and ran
it in for the third Braves'
Catholic's two.
Others to watch for in score.
Cornerback Joe
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Calloway will be defen- Burnette also sacked the
sive tackle Neil Wilson Catholic quarterback
and 6-3, 18S-pound defen- four times from his defensive end Donnie Cissell, sive back position.
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Support The Tigers
HOME OF THE 4JI9TI74.
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Lakers

1982 Murray High Tigers
attend Friday nights game

Murray High School

Hosts
Mayfield High School
8 p.m.
Ty Holland Stadium
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P
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Telephone Company Charge 50e
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So 'sited Cu.stomers
Are Our
Morn Concern
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Holiday Inn Guest
7 0.00
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Bob Billing ton CPCU
Don Shipley
Mike Outland

Tom Scruggs
Guy Billing ton
Owen Billington

Providing insurance programs to'
Murray and Calloway County people
for over 50 years

Dextt,
Sec,

.vo-:,

kr..,
_4,e,„„rT
YOU

,/ ®

Bel Air Or.

753-4751

Jac

Looking for carefree
transportation?

'\- -:-. - .RE- AU,
,

Lease a Quiet Ford

Famous Fish Dinners

•
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co TIGERS!

aromas in Iwo wars

---!

Murray Ledger & Times

I:LEASING

MON.-SAT. 4 p.m.-9 p.m.
SUN. 11:00 a.m.-8:30 p.m.

Parker Ford

OF MURRAY, KY.
ONLY
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Tigers

Ten and no/i00

Present or check-m for $10 off

•Ibo

The Murray Insurance Agency

Town 8 (ouni,

1406W. Main - 753-5315

721 S. 12
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Rudolph's Tires
& Alignment
753-0595
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GOODfrYEAR
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FAMOLARE
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Oldsmobile
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moceew

Purdom
[..., Motors

1.900.976.1313
All Sports. All Seasons.
Scores. Interviews. Previews.

b'fiw,

701 Malos 753.3273
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641
AURORA, KY.

474-2202

ASK ABOUT OUR

MILLION DOLLAR
LIMIT ON
SHIELD PROTECTION
FOR YOUR HEALTH

When Traveling
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‘7. i

health
insurance prorecnon
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• Medical • Surgical • liospda
`vow rhosce of deductibles
and lifetime maximum cover.",
r -
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I
/.5S -u445

605 Maple Street
Phone 753-4424
,Murr:-.7, Kentuck;
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INSURANCE
AU the Shield you'll ever need

•

Murray

MURRAY
AUTO PARTS INC.

Electric
System
,:i-J ‘-.::. ,'—;-..; --7-51.1-45T2 1 - —

Don't Forget Our Complete
Machine & Radiator Shops

"All

'

The Way Tigers"
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Low in cost but big in
coverage State Autos
-.Trip-Pak pros ides you w,,,
needed Accident and
Baggage Insurance lor.
your vacation'or other trips
Select the benefits you
want for the enact period of
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me yioto
u%
1 be gone

0N'T
. vel with protection. .
DON'
TTra
us about State Autos
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Support the Loiters

UNION COUNTY BOUND — Above) Calloway County bead coach Sam
instructs his players on
the sidelines while (right photo) Greg Baker (51) lays down the Laker Harp
law on defense. Friday the
Lakers travel to Union County for the season's first district game.
Staff photos by Jim Rector

I

4

4%

1
44
4.4'

tiO
'
Orit4
.44.70

attend Friday night's game

Calloway County
At
Union County
8 p.m.
ARE YOU
SICK?

ce Agency
1

Scruggs
lillington
Billington

(Of The High Cost Of
Your Hospital Insurance)

TAKE 2 ASPIRIN
AND CALL US IN
THE MORNING!

Southern States

LAKERS
ARE NO. 1

r0v ••••••
•I dryl•,

LAKERS ARE NO. I
SEE US FOR:
•Bag and Bulk Feed, Fertilizer,
and Seed
•Farm Supplies

BENNETT & ASSOCIATES
Industrial Rd.

753-7273

ROSS INSURANCE
,
1,....4=
AGENCY
YOUR.

753-1423

710 EAST MAIN, MURRAY

RONNIE ROSS
DANNY ROSS
JAMES ROSS
BILLY MILLER

Business 753-0489
Residence 753-3417

othe

shoe

WE HAVE INSURANCE FOR AUTO—
FIRE— LIFE— HEALTH—
COMMERCIAL — HOMEOWNERS— FARM
OWNERS—CROP AND HAIL.

tre

SOUTHSIDE MANOR

753-4751

Jackson iurchase The Murray Insurance Agency
PCA •

.7mimm

Automobiles
'
Homeowners

roduction
Credit ssociation
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p.

I

)
.
1

we're agriculture's

leading lending hand.

.m.
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• Renters Ins.

* Motocycles

641 N.
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Carroll Tire &
Wheel Alignment
Info-Red Wheel Alignment
And Computerized Wheel Balancing
Your Michelin • Uniroyal-Multi-Mile
Tire Dealer
1 1101 rogueAvO '
Murray Ky
753 1489

Buchanan
Feed And Seed
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,-,

.J,____./
- TSI

Bel-Air Center 753-4751
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•Business Insurance of all kinds
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474-2202
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Now Only 869°'
Now 1942

Town & Country
Yamaha
Hwy. 94 E. Murray, Ky.

Murray
Electric
System
401 Oiivo"-- 753-53J2 •
"All The Way Lakers"

•
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Kentucky Farm Bureau

•
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MISSES ACRYLIC
CREW NECK SWEATERS

CALVIN KLEIN
MISSES FASHIONS
25% OFF Reg. S40-S48

GEORGETTE BLOUSES
FEMININE FASHION

9.90

Reg. $14.00
Easy-care acrylic sweater with crew neck
styling Choose navy, red, green off-white
plum S-M-L SPORTSWEAR

24.90Reg.

34.00
Ruffled neck yoke and cuff on this beauty of
a blouse in polyester georgette 6 colors to
choose 8-18 SPORTSWEAR

MISSES KASHMIRCLE
COATS BY WELLINGTON

Now $30
'
- 36
Choose denims, corduroys and twills in bot
toms and plaid shirts in fall colors. Sizes 4,
14, BETTER SPORTSWEAR,

79.00Reg.

$90.00
Choose from several styles and colors in
these handsome coats with the look and feel
of cashmere Sizes 8-18 COATS

Declarer
temptation
today's clout:
he tried for
trick, an u.
and discard
meant down
was played t
of Austin. T
trict 16 G
Teams Chan
in Austin
North's
response w a
forcing trea
rest of the
ral.
Dummy's
the first tric
finessed a s
and West's
played ace
heart and de
spade to d.
confirmed
trump stack
time to tipto
ly.
Had dec
trumps and
top diamond
mond break-.
in command
would then
the heart sui
would have b
Had dee'.
trump eigh
(correct) and
top diamond
make an
game would
West won his
a useless ru
would paral)
ruff in dumn
West in a p
mote his last
game would I
Bobrow sc
lems. He It
eight in dum

NORTI
•Q85
•J7
0976
•AK1
WEST
•1(5164
VA963
•QJ5
4.102

SOUTH

•AJI
(
,
1 8
*AK;
•J6

Vulnerable
Dealer South
South West
14
Pass
Pass
Pass
341
Pass
Dbl

1
Y r
41Sill

Opening lea

was caret

PRESENT CO. JR.
ACRYLIC SWEATERS

SPECIAL PURCHASE
MAIDENFORM BRAS

14.90

Reg. $18.00
Crew and V-neck styles in your choice of
navy, kelly. red, hunter green, black, rose,
bright blue, berry, wine Sizes S-M-L
JUNIOR VIEW

ENTIRE STOCK
CHILDREN'S HEALTH-TEX ®

4.99

Assorted styles and sizes in soft cups.
underwires and contour bras White. beige
and other colors FOUNDATIONS

GIRLS FAKE FUR
JACKETS

25% Off

Choose from slack sets, polos, jeans, tops
and more. Sizes 3-25 mos , 2-4T, girls 4-6X,
boys 4-7. CHILDRENS.

22.90

Reg. $30
Save now on these hooded, zip front jackets
in your choice of grey, tan, fox and white,
GIRLS.

diamonds Ii
ing his ace
played a sm
West ag ea
heart return
dummy. but
of diamonds
entry back
the remainin
Bid witl
South holds
#AJ
•8
•AK
•J6

South

North
2,
1

ANSWER:TN
not bid thrd
new suit ret
level prom
hand and Sc
weak for tha
Send bridge out
P0 Box I236S,
with selteddress
for reply

IL_
4

x

1

1 f

BOYS SOFT TOUCH
ORLON SWEATERS

HAGGAR HEATHER MAGIC
STRETCH COORDINATES

MEN'S DRESS
SHIRTS

12.99

Reg S14 00
Choose from wide assortment of solid colors
in these V-neck orlon pullovers Sizes 8-20
BOYS

9.99

25% Off

Reg. $14417
'Choose oxfaard cloth, button-down collar,
broadcloth or tone on tone in assorted solid
colors 141
/
2-17 neck MENS

Coats, reg $75.00
$56.25
Vest, reg $25 00
$18.75
Slacks. rag $28.00
$21.00
Heather blue or brown Coats 40-46. slacks
•
32-42 MENS

SHOP SNYDER'S MON. THRU4SAT. 10 A M. 'T11 P •
Srwir-SUNDAY 12 'TIL 5 P.M. KENTUCKY
OAKS MALL

stlxiers awair

MEN'S STA-PREST
LEVI'S® ACTION SLACKS

17.99

Reg. $26.00
Belt" loop top slacks in your choice of camel,
grey, brown, green or black Sizes 32-42
MENS

RI
500 S.

Is

I.F.1.144.114 .6 11111% thur.ii... 5.ugu.1 26 19412
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ACES' Revision of state employee job classifications creates confusion

$30
ront jackets
and white

(S

5.00
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'es 32-42

Mart

Expires 8-29-82

2999

6240— $

Opening lead: Club 10
was careful with his
diamonds. Instead of cash-.ing his ace or king, he.,IH
played a small one, giving .,'
West ag early trick. The:•:.:
heart return was ruffed in
dummy, but a second round
of diamonds provided a safe
entry back to hand to draw
the remaining trumps.
Bid with The Aces
South holds

8-26-B
14si16.t Model 624-ti
flue 1111/tr
run fortirlai liners
ribbori fire grate..
fiberettios ittetket4inirl
trite fir,- door ,4ntt

•A 3 10 7 3
•8
•A K 10 42
4J 6
South
140

4

••-• • ut 341 poor
Auttrualit
it.teiper
.444414.1 tint4.1
• 1,44.1Iritei .t,-ti beetle,, indh

North
2,

Brinkley called upon
Brown to withdraw the
emergency regulations
and "resubmit them
when and if the Department of Personnel gets its
"Not only was the corn- act together "
•

641 N. Central Center
759-9995
Mon.-Sat. 9-9

Sun. 12-6

Hunting
Licenses
Sold In Most
Wal-Mart
Stores

MEM
E-Z THROW

2.48

47.84

Great Savings
Single Shot Shotgun
•Exclusive side-lever action release
•positive election 'Walnut finish hardw
stocks .Coil spring construction •Av&
in 410 20 and t2 gauge •Nos. 804 801

ells or

PRE-SEASON
STOVE SALE

"I feel this is a very
poor way to operate," he
said

State Personnel Commissioner Dee Maynard
told the subcommittee
Wednesday that the
emergency regulations
will be amended to take
into account some of the
complaints by state
employees.

Dove Hunters

Everyday Low Price
Remington 1100 Shotgun
•Autornatically adjusts to power ol
shell being fired - low base, high base,
'baby magnum".Low recoil *Cross
bolt safety .Your choice 0( 20 or 12
gauge •No 1100

gemington.

art

Vulnerable: North-South
Dealer. South. The bidding
South West North East
14
Pass
1 NT VI
Pass
Pass 24
34
3•
31,
44
Pass
Pass
Dbl
All
Pass

rruttee's time wasted in
May. we are now faced
with looking at these
regulations for the second
time knowing a third •
review will be required.
and maybe a fourth,"
Brinkley said.

It seems the Department of Personnel is
more dedicated to
timetables than content,"
Brinkley said.

a.

• S to• Less• to,

Wood Burning
Stoves
Now On Display

NORTH
8-26-A
•Q 8 5
•J 7
119 7 6 3
•AK83
WEST
EAST
•K 9 6 4
•2
V A 96 3
•Kg10542
•Q..15
•8
4102
•Q 9 7 5 4
SOUTH
4A.1107 3
V8
•AK 1042
436

percent y early salary increase for all state
employees.

Shop Wal-Mart
And Save!

*

Save 16%
Clay Target Thrower
•Right or left handed
•t it'. standard size CI,
'argets •1 Pc plast,
construction •No
•Reg 296
•

Plain
Barrel

277.93

Vent
Rib
Barrel

297.96

%Nal

nd colors in
look and feel

wi

WAINVUnn

Wal Ma, Sells for I.

9o.00

L.aS

created an outcry among
many state employees
&mkty noted that the
Personnel Department
rejected the subcommittee's request in May
to delay the original version of the regulations until they could be made to
conform to laps passed
by the 1987 General
Assembly.
Those regulations went
into effect in June, but
were replaced one month
later by emergency
regulations that had the
legislative changes, including an automatic 5

emington.

Everyday Low Price
Remington 870 Pump Shotgun
•23.4" Chambered •Double action bars tor
smooth dependable operation *Best selling
shotgun in the U S A •Available in 12 & 20
oauge •No 870

Plain
Barrel
Vent
Rib
Barrel

214.96

246.76

4.12
White Flyers
• 30 targets per
:se
• eg 4 58

Sei s or Less

)N

Declarer had to resist
temptation to bring in
today's doubled game Had
he tried for a doubled overtrick, an unwelcome ruff
and discard would have
meant down one This hand
was played by Rick Bobrow
of Austin, Tex in the District 16 Grand National
Teams Championships held
in Austin
North's one no trump
response was a specialized
forcing treatment but the
rest of the bidding was natural
Dummy's club ace won
the first trick and declarer
finessed a spade to his 10
and West's king. West
played ace and another
heart and declarer ruffed. A
spade to dummy's queen
confirmed the suspected
trump stack and it was now
time to tiptoe very carefully.
PET OF THE WEEK — "Princess," 14'2 year old
Had declarer drawn
trumps and then played his Australian Shepard mix, is very gentle,
top diamonds, the 3-1 dia- housebroken, good with other animals and with
mond break would put West children, who is in need of a good home. Also
in command. The defense available for adoption are many cats and kittens at
would then be able to run Calloway County Animal Shelter, 103 East
the heart suit and the result Sycamore St. The shelter is operated by the
would have been two down. Humane Society of Calloway County, Hours of the
Had declarer left the shelter are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through Fritrump eight in dummy day, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Saturday, and noon to 4
(correct) and played his two p.m. on Sunday.
top diamonds in a try W....
make an overtrick, the
game would also fail. When
West won his diamond trick,
a useless ruff and discard
would paralyze declarer. A
ruff in dummy would leave
West in a position to promote his last trump and the
game would go one down.
Bobrow solved all problems. He left the trump
eight in dummy and he also

changes are being made
•'I cannot begin to
estimate how much
money this hit-and-miss
procedure has cost the
taxpayers of Kentucky,"
said Rep. William
Brinkley, D Madisonville. chairman
of the Administrative
Regulations Review Subcommittee.
-It seems these regulations were designed for
confusion — lack of
knowledge could not have
caused this much turmoil," Brinkley said.
The new system has

wIth 30,U01.1 eniplee;errs
"I am concerned about
the impact it has had on
employees I am troubled
with it being so complex," Brown said. "I
wouldn't rule out the
possibility of deferring
it."
However. Brown said a
new system that bases a
portion of raises for state
employees on performance will remain intact.
Earlier in the day, the
members of a legislative
oversight committee
criticized the way the

ANSWER:Two spades Do
not bid three diamonds A .
new suit rebid at the three
level promises a strong
hand and South is much too.
weak for that choice

d.ve,ent,-1

014

top

i
kimaix • •,3

3'1

end of September, tie win
consider delaying full implementation of the
changes.
"We may be trying to
do too much in four
years," Brown told
reporters following a
news conference. "It has
created confusion. It is
difficult to communicate

unaimixmirja

"It is good to be without
vices, but it is not good to be
without temptations " —
Walter Bagehot

FRANKFORT, Ky
API — Gov. John Y
Brown Jr has conceded
that major revisions in
the Job classifications of
state employees by his
administration has
created confusion
Brown said Wednesday
that if the confusion cannot be cleared up by the

2-Piece
Gun Rack

3.43

ii

r
S•ve

1 03
Camouflage T-Shirt
•. set or • -1•65%
Poly 39% col:on •Youi
choice V Or crew neck
•Reg 4 46.No AA-24-8

5.68

6.68
Super Quart Thermos
By Thermos Brand
•Hot or Cold
Beverages
•Reg 7 44

.4turier,

RENTAL

SALES

8.96

CENTER

Send bridge questions to The Acee,:
P0 Box 12363, Dallas, Texas
sell-addrtased stamped envek•e:::::
for reply

Save 170o
CamouflageJones Hat
•N, 4'44
•R,g

Reversible
Camouflage
Hunting Vests

75225.:::

gnus

r
1.7
^
"r4121

4r,

MEEKIUMMILMELIZI

BOBBY WOLFF

2.84

•Reg 996
'No AH 808

•
4/1

48" CEILING FANS
36 in. Ceiling Fan
Metal Blades
Model DF-361W

48 in. Ceiling Fan
Teak Blades Polished Brass
Model DF-484

$46
RICKMAN & NORSWORTHY

Shotgun
Shell Belt
.Colton canvas
o D color
• 33"-43'
Adjustable
•No WH-1
•Ped 1 78

IMP •

416

.."70•61r‘

41'
4 -%‘ *ION

1.34

Terrific Savings
Game Bag
•46 incr, adiustaok.
C.I style belt
•:' S de shell
'ea•
”e bac

13.96

',ate 348
Tote la Cooler

6.42

•
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1.Lfct

2 Notice

2 HOEK!

t Ronnie Htll am no
.onger responsible for
any debts other than my
own Ronnie Hill

Baseball cord col
lection 12000 plus
1959 to 1976,
Star and common
cards mixed. Can
be seen at 112 N.
10th or call 753
0296. Best Offer

I Nolo

ttttttis chaleir••
warted teals wawa weft
bard mod make 626 000 to
640 000 • yam dmtawrs
man Call 000 126 41176 0.
$00 174 4526

Notice the. City of
Murray

is

accepting

bids for rental uniform
service. Specifications

AVAILABLE

NOW MAR
DT MUMS for outdo°,
planting

at
City
available
Clerks Office 5th
Poplar. Bids shalt be
the
at
Devi',

SHIRLEY FLORIST
and
GARDEN CENTER
502 N 4th SP
Mui ray Kentucky
753-3251

received
Sanitation

201

ment
Drive

2.00

Andrus

Murray
PM Sept.
and

by
14

will

be
opened at 2:30 PM
Sept 14, 1982,
982

2. Notice

COPY AND
RESTORATION
West Illenivchy
karst

FOR
SALE
Gold coin collec
'ion, Si, $2 1 1,
$3, $5, $IO, $20.
On display at Gold
& Silver Wholesale
Jewelers at Ver
non Western
Store, Olympic
Plaza. This collection won't last
long. No phone
calls please.

CARTER STUDIO
300 Mem 753 MS
Garden

Mums
and
Hanging

Baskets

1-442-2‘76

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

OIL

water
3 Word on a
switch
4 Unusual
5 Debatable
6 Mideast title
7 Hoot -'
8 Zeus's love
9 Emphasis
10 Portion
12 Veal
13 Talents
16'Resorts
19 Blockheads
21 Manage
23 Wants
25 Armadillo
27 Actress
Grant
29 New Deal
agcy
31 Talked idly
33 Gets up
34 Thailand formerly
2

3

4

Sell
School is Open
Avon your time is your
own. Call 753 0171 or
753 0232
.Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle
O

TAPE

P 13111110

22

P CM

Men

CEO

CC

o CC
A

L Y

COCO

HUTU

CIM31/1
GIOGI

6

7

8

9

10

13
.16

7

20 .
24

NOTICE

29
32
35

36
41

40
42

44

45

46

54

Meat be imagaing

49
52
55

ii• II. 10 111111.1.6
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115.145•15
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-16w.
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.we
Ihn !erne MO*
leres. .1 1.1. me Cs...
1...1 wow.

owl 55.11451 le 155ev 4016111411
bemoil tree ittemars. Sasaki
es" kameterdae et illemay,
cap..., Comity OWN.
...11 awaited soil er *pm
weir6 1..0.4 termed Perereirel Dews.. Convey
Callwerey (ower, Nampitel,
Morro, IT 42071, 502.
153.5131

The Farad, it
1106 0606

6. Help Wanted

Have S minutes' con
7S9 4444 for on inspirational

message to
day.
your

brighten
Children s tope 759-

FREE STORE for
NEEDY people is now
dressing children for
School. For appoint
ment call 759 4600

for your convenience Jim
loiter from air Sales Dept.
will be •t oar showroom
from 6.30 PM to II:00 PM
am Mondays, T•esday,
Thursdays end Fridays
PURDOMS, 00661011111.1,
PoNTIAC, CADILLAC
406W. Mei.
7$3.5315

TH1515 WHERE I BELONG_

WHEN I'M OUT HERE,

ALONE ON THE MOUND
WORKING OUT MY DESTINY...

NO ONE CAN BOTHER
ME .THE ONLY THINE, THAT
MATTERS is THE GAME

5250 00 weekly
paychecks (fully
guaranteed) working
part or full time at
home. Weekly
paychecks mailed
directly to you from
Home Office every
Wednesday. Start im
mediately
No ex
perience necessary
National company
Do
your work right in the
comfort and security of
your own home. Details
and appItcaton mailed.
Send your name and
address to
American
Fidelity Company, Hir
mg Dept 77, 1040 Lone
;tar Dr., .New Braun
fels, TX. 78130.

WANT ADS'
For Sale: Antique goose
and duck decoys, de.
pression glass, stand up
desk, round oak table
with 6 chairs Come see
these things and more
at Main Street House
Antiques 602 Main
Murray. 8 5 Mon. Sat,
759 1700.
M & G Complete Glass
Co. has a complete line
of glass, plexiglass, and
mirrors. We install auto
glass and replace side
mirrors, for cars and
trucks. We install
aluminum store fronts,
plate glass, and in
sulated glass. We fix
storm windows, storm
doors, and screens. We
cut glass table tops,
mirrors, and window
glass. We also repair
and replace patio door
glass. M & G Glass Co.
816 Coldwater Rd. 753
0180 or 753-2798.

.

25
28

34

1

Apple Tree School pro•
vtdes quality child care
with educational pro
grams. Registration is
now in progress for
children ages 25. The
Apple Tree School is
housed in a modern and
fully equipped facility
and staffed by well
qualified personnel.
Call 753 9356 or visit at
1503 Stadium View Dr

21

31

50

th.y. 62 Belem*
OPEN SAT. & SUN.

43 Metal
44 Belgian river
47 Dessert treat
48 Greek letter
51 MA's neighbor
53 Note of scale

36 Walk leisurely
37 Make suitable
39 Slender
41 Forces
onward

HOME
SALES

MOBILE

COMM

12111;113C

5

LAKE BARKLEY

CCM

CC

MOBILE HOMES
FOR SALE

INTEREST
t0°, Down
TO QUALIFIED BUYERS

OCUCCOU

CCOO

27

33

CM

THANKS

Pebin 1141ettwel 451514104144,
44,14

SELL STEEL
BUILDINGS. Make
S50.000-S100.000 annually in your own
business. Looking for
dealers in Murray and a
few areas throughout
Ky. For information or
opening call Paul .8001
525-9240.
,MY HEART 15
BENT, CHARLES

STAF/

23. Exterminating

IS Articles for $a

4•4544 retn51485. peiar

•

IS MR LOANS
At Low As
API

L MEW
DON
10le
AC
MCC
COO
C

23

p
i
26

0111

ODLE

12

je

CIL

EZILIKAIINIU

15

.ip

SOB

ClIBEHO

1138011REI

it
14

Card of Thanks
CARD OF

Steed

4445.

Quality

ACROSS
1 Blossom
6 Faultily
11 Haphazard
13 Even
14 Silver symbol
15 Glove
material
17 Sun god
18 Heavy weight
20 South American mammal
21 Above, in
poetry
22 Early on
24 Hindu cymbals
25 Church area
.26 Christmas
carol
28 Inclines
30 Profound
32 Mast
93 Birch trees
35 Macaws
37 War god
38 Three-toed
sloths
40 Aleutian
island
42 Underworld
goa
.43 Boot-shaped
land
45 Sin
46 Conjunction
47 Proposition
49 King of
Bashan
50 Punctuation
mark
52 Fortitude
54 Chinese coin
55 Shore birds
DOWN
1 Unruly children
2 Body of

3.

4

MEN wakm
SALES MONEY

REQUEST
YOR BIDS

2 Notice

PHARMACIST,

hospital expedites"
pr•fered
Centified
respiratory therapy
technician only school
trained applicants need
apply. Competitive
salaries with excellent
benefit program. Con.
tact Personnel Director,
Murray Calloway Cavity
Hospital Marro, By
42071
or 502-7535131.
Experienced body and
paint man needed.
Phone 753 7102.
Grandmotherly type
needed to care for 6
Year old on her sick
days home from scho01.
Excellent wages
Call
253-0294.
Looking for people to
sell good quality brass
and ornamental pieces.
Fantastic money, no
investment. Have par
ties or individual sales.
Call 759 1703 for ap
pointment. Also call if
interested in .buying
pieces.

Used tobacco
345 2861

Kolley's Termite
& Pest Control

24. Miscellaneous

17.

Electrolux
Authorized Sales
and Service at 118
Riviera (Os. Bring
your Electrolux in
for a free service
check. Free pick
up and delivery.
We repair all
makes. 753-3639

19. Farm Equipment

available. Hours can

1973 D6C Caterpillar
tractor serial number
10 K 8749. Excellent
condition, used mostly
On owners farm. 2nd
undercarriage plus 1964
International truck and
lowboy. $60,000 firm.
502 489-2597.

be arranged to suit
your schedule. Coll
Murray 753-5131 Ext
113 between 8 a.m.
and 4:30 p.m. Mostday through Friday.

Diesel combine MS300
equipped with 400
cylinder Perkins diesel
quick attachment. 13ft.
Robot bean header, 1
row corn header, good
tires, and weight bum
per. 489-2387

Need someone to Stay
with elderly couple. Call
489-2118.

Massey Ferguson 3 row
corn head 30in. rows_ 1
Ford 1 row corn picker.
John Deere 4 row
planter_ 435 4593.

Pharmacist, full time
or part time, week

days or weekend work

--AND HIS ROOF BEGAN TO LEAK)

JUST SAID IT'S
PAIR AND SUNNY-6

KEROSENE
HEATERS. Buy now
and save! 6800 BTU,•
$119.99. 9000 BTU,
$1 4 9 9.
9300 BTU
$179.99. 9300 BTU with
fan, $212.99; 11,500
BTU, $179.99; 19,500
BTU, $219.99. Wallin
Hardware Paris, Tenn.
OREGON SAW chains,
is" pitch for 16" bar,
$7.99; 20", $8.99.. Wallin
Hardware Paris, Tenn.
Seasoned Firewood 518
rick, $23 deliver
Call after
Calloway
9p M 436 5806

27. Mobile Home Sales
12x40 One bedroom
unfurnished $2950. 606
672-3479.
12x65 8x12 extension on
living room. 3 bedroom,
bath and 2, central air,
completely furnished
Asking $6000. 759 1151
after 7p.m.
1972 12x 60 Atlantic
$3800. 753 2893
House trailer 50ft., good
for storage. Call 4362744 after Sp.m.
In Baywood Vista 10x50
furnished with 2 lots.
Included mini washer
and dryer, new deep
freeze, like new 20,000
BTU air conditioner
and storage shed.
Priced to sell. 436 7937
Nice 10x50 2 bedroom
trailer, almost new gas
stove and refrigerator
$2250. 753 9991.

Persons wanted for
local light delivery.
Must have economical Two Winchester 101's,
transportation. Call over and under shot
Rick Paker at 753 6706 guns, like new condi
Three bedroom. 2 bath.
Ext. 46.
tion. One 20 guage, 12x70 mobile home exRN or LPN position skeet 8 skeet. One 12 tra nice. 753 8490
available full time or guage, improved and
Call
part time for 3 11 shift. modified
Working Mon. Fri. with 1 147-4142
every weekend off.
For rent 3 bedroom
Persons interested
trailer. 753 9240.
'
should apply in person
Nice 2 bedroom trailer
at Care Inn eh and
for rent near Murray.
FOR SALE
Indiana, Mayfield Ky.
No pets. 489.2611
or call 247 0700.
SPINET-CONSOLE
Two bedroom trailer for
rent Ledbetter Church
PIANO BARGAIN
Road $60 a month. Call
WANTED, Responsible
after 5p.m 354 6144.
Will clean houses and do
party to take over law monlaundry 753 4930
thly payments on spinet
Would like to clean
piano Can be seen locally.
houses, references
Write Credit Manager P.O.
Call for
available
Box 537 Shelbyville, IN
Air conditioning,
Aileen 753-3810
46176

20. Sports Equipment

THE TV
WEATHERMAN

Mini

Itt Sofa $10. full size
mattress $15 dorm size
Call 753
washer $15
2698
Dinette set with 4
chairs, guard rail for
chticIs bed table lamp
Pb... 753 3111
Call 753 3662
Dining table 4 chairs,
Franklin Stove like
new, tv console black
and white, misc items.
436 2740.
All our used air
Frtgidaire frost free conditioners reduced
refrigerator and range $25 and over. Call Dill
with self cleaning oven
Electric 753 9104
White deluxe models Calloway County
excellent condition 1400 Cemetery books were
759 4667
$15, now $10 some
Hide a bed couch and irregular for $5
recliner chair, good Bookrack 808 Chestnut.
condition. Call 753 6349
FREE STORE would
One year old Maytag appreciate any con
washer, Frtgidaire 7500 tributions of clothing
BTU air conditioner, and household items,
Ambassador wood for the needy. Call
stove
Call 753 9500 759 4600
before 9a.m
Firewood cut to order.
Sears classic double $25
Call
per rick
oven cook stove clean 436-2292.
Call For sale AA Kirby and
and nice 5175
753 5710
Electrolux vacuum
Three tables; coffee cleaners, with at
table, 2 end tables, tachments. Good as
Ethen Allen. 2 table new. Call Paris 901 642
lamps and 2 chairs. One 7473.
red floral and 1 green For sale: Get your
Call winter firewood now!
and gold stripe
753,712.1 after 5p.m
434,2758.
Two maple twin beds Helium Balloons on a
with box springs $50 string for sale. 9 and
each, bedroom chair 1 lin. sizes. Assorted
$20. 759 4051 after colors for birthdays,
anniversaries, and all
occassions. 753 0817.
Vacuum Cleaners
House plants African
Violets, Cactus, Succulents. Fri. ad Sat.'
425 S. 8th.

2s. Mobile Home Rentals

22. Musical

9. Situation Wanted

w.t.ewne Pee.e Srmo.caw mt.

\/ES,
SIR

BEFORE +0VE
START E3E
SURE YOU'VE

29. Heating-Cooling

GOT
EVERYTi-11rJG

11.
TEE

14. Want to Buy
Old Queen Anne style
dining room chairs. Will
refinish myself. Call
753-4994 after 4'30p m
Wanted: trailer for 16ft.
Runabout. 753 5994.
Want to buy timber call
753 7528.
Want to buy 2 section tv
tower antenna and
rotar. 759-1512.

15. Articles for Sale
10 CELEBRATE Ti4E GREAT DAY1 „I MAKE THE FOLLOWTHAT BRING5 /1•W GRANDSON
ING PROCLAMATION
REX AS HEIR TO THIS THRONE,,.
VVHICH WILL BE HEARD
BY ALL MY PEOPLE ,„

SA6
ALA=t ng2

appliance and
refrigeration ser-

11. Instruction
Gymnastic or Dance' Baldwin Pianos and
Organs. New Used.
Lessons Murray Gym
Lonardo Piano Co.,
nastic Center 753 0129.
Paris, Tenn
next to
Now enrolling students
Penney's.
for private piano
lessons. Bachelor of CAR STEREO Pioneer,
Music, education and _KenWood, Marantz,
performance. Music Mitsubishi, Sanyo. Pro
teacher in Murray fessional installation_
School System. Call Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center
759-9891.
Chestnut St. 753-0113.

ntewm +ft

„ ALL SLAVES OF
BARON N HAN ARE
TI•415 DAY
FREE
!

Data Terminal System
for sale Like new, must
sell immediately $500
Phone 753 7707

Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent

753-1758

32. Apts. For Rent
Furnished apartments 1
or 2 bedroom
Also
steeping room
11m
merman Apts S
16th
753 6609
Modern 1 bedroom
apartment furnished
deposit required. 753
8731
One and 2 bedroom
apartments near down
town Murray
753 4109,
761 6.650 or 436 7844
One bedroom furnished
apartment and 2 bed
room furnished apart
ment now being de
corated. Adults only 1
year lease and deposit.
Call 753 9208 after 4p.m
One bedroom re
decorated with new
kitchen
Located be
tween University and
downtown. $125 a month
with partial utilities
furnished. Call Spann
Realty Assoc 753 7724.
Sleeping rooms for
boys_ Kitchen facility,
washer dryer
$55 a
month. 1 bedroom
apartment $90 and $100
a month
I '2 blocks
from MSU. 436 2411
Small furnished apar
tment for girls. Availa
ble next week 753 3106,
436 2671.
Two-beetsoom apart
ment for rent near
University. $75
a
month. 753 8146 or 753
2.137.
Two young ladies want
to share a nice house
with another lady near
MSU and downtown.
bath, private entrance,
available immediately.
Call Rebekah after
Sp.m., 753 6577

33. Rooms for Rent

Pets.Supplie
AKC Cocker

Puppies 6 week
Also 2 year 01
AKC Cocker
382 2693 or 32$ Bi

AKC German
puppies 60 Cl
also guard c
Registered
Spitz 502 SSA 21

Eltrddog pups
753 9957 after 6p

German Shepa
give away to g
in country Li
Oren Call aft
753 2708

UKC Pit Bull
PR bloodline,
each, all whit
5100.435 4555

For So

AKC

Pup
week
354 8256 c

40. Produce

For sale pea
pick, $7 we
deliver. 753 8690
Watermelo
amount; Mr
Ph
Valentine
4439

II, Public Sale

CLOSI
SALI

Like new cc
kinds of wool
weather
suit

sweaters, sit
and 14. 753-5

Sleeping rooms
refrigerator in hall, a
private entrance,
washer and dryer.
Available at Zimmer.
16th.
man Apts. S
753 6609
Women students furnished rooms close to
campus, 1611 01)ve,
block from Gfanny's
Porch, AC, kitchen
privledges, living room
area with .TV, all
utilities furnished. $295
per samester. Call 75
-3531 or 753 7885.

34. Housesfor Rent
Beautiful spacious
home. 3 bedroOms, 3
complete baths, large
family room with
fireplace. 12 closets,
sunken livingroom,
many extras. 7 miles
.
5W. No pets. $350 mo.
$300 deposit. Lease.
753-3509 after 5pm.
Six year old 3 bedroom
near Ken Lake Resort,
Carpeted, AC, water
furnished. $195 .
442-5647
Two bedroom with wood
stove large yard, near
lake. $700 a month plus
deposit
Reference re
quired. 436 2755.
Two bedroom newly
decorated house, 3
miles east of Murray_
Trach compactor, stove
and dishwasher furntshed. Barn, pasture,
1
and out building
month deposit, $250 a
month rent 753 1463

36. For Rent or Lease
A 1000 Sq
Ft
retail
store available for sub.
tease in the Bel Air
Shopping Center
Con
tact Iry Tick Realty,
Paducah, Ky 444 7755

Regi

Collie

YARI
SALE
Fri., Aug.

Sat., Aug.
8-???

1904 Gates
Clothes

all

children and

toys,
dishes
things.

NEIGHBOR HI
YARD SAL

1307 Overt31

Sat., Aug. 2
Quality clot
tants

to

aquarium, gril
items,
baby
more. (once
case of rain.

YARD S4

Camelot D
Sat., Aug. 2

Clothes, co
and
a
van:

household item
Wiswell Rd. t
Store Rd., tu
then

turn

Camelot

ri
Dr.

house on the
(Follow signs).

37. Livestock-Supplies

YI

Horses boarded. Stalls
$30, pastbre $20 .
•Ltrnited space. Phone
753.3010
What are hunters and
jumpers? Lessons,
training, boarding
Hickory Lane Stables.
Five car body shop for 759,4588 days, 759 1869
rent. 753 9200
nights.

vice. All brands.
759-1322.

20. Business Rentals

moolommimmr
INFLATION
PRICES
On Pioneer, Sony,
Sanyo, Majestic,
Morcott car stereos.
World of Sound
753-5865

For sale
Gemeinhardt
flute Used I year $200
Call 753.2286 after Sp.m
For sale • Signet wood
clarinet excellent con
dition. Rampar dirt
bike good condition..
Call after sp_rn., 7537859.'

I

30. Business Rentals

stSçks

16. Home Furnishings

17

Hide a bed sofa, riding
lawn mower, bookcase,
wedding gown, onyx
chess set, trash com
pac tor, kitchen dinette Saxophone Bundy I I
set, and bedspread. Call alto with instructional
753 6532 or 753 0418
materials original price
Maternity clothes sae 7 $695 good Condition. $399
Phone 759 9231
firm
Call 753 7952
Under.counter 2 door after 5.30p.m
kitchen cabinet, Sears Snare Drum student
Includes case.
:Chain Jenatn:Ten.ce...
fence post and driveway Sticks and stand. Great
gate, dishwasher -tuf- for beginning band
drummer $140 762 6256
ting board top.'53 4064.
•
..

Manufactoring plant in rural upper
Cumberland seeks supervisor of Punch
Press. Candidates should have knowledge
of production methods, process, product
and materials. Specifications equivalent
to high school plus one to two years
training and at least 5 years experience
in punch press operation as a operator or
set-up. Interested individuals should call:
Polly Donoha at 615-666-4689, Monday
through Friday I:30 MA to 4:30 PM.

PRIME OFFICE
SPACE
Apinoximately 450 sq. ft.
Utilities and Janitorial Service provided only $280 per ronnth.
Call 753-8302-or 753-9621.

Bicycle:
glassware
rors, and
house plan

Sat., Aug
358 appr4
auction si

Will sell 1
with cable;
timber cuttl

For more inf
Licensed and
pays

(
9
-

l'st4 I:1111 MI Hit 55 ks

1.1.LKAR & TISfl.

ss Rentals
Mini
firehouse
rage Spate
or Rent
13-4758

d apartments 1
edroom
Also
ZJrn
room
Apts S 16th
2 bedroom
ent furnished
required 753
cl 2 bedroom
sts near down
urray 753 4109,
Sr 436 2844
room furnished
st and 2 bed
irnished apartow being de
Adults only 1
se and deposit.
208 after 4p m
edroom reed with new
Located be
Jniversity and
n. $125 a month
irtial utilities
S. Call Spann
ssoc . 753 7724.
g rooms for
itchen facility,
dryer. $55 a
1 bedroom
st $90 and $100
2
blocks
J. 4362411
urnished apar•
ir girls. Availa•
week 753 3106,
ner.00m apart or rent near
sit y $75 a
753 8146 or 753

ing ladies want
a nice house
)ther lady near
cl downtown_ 1:3
•ivate entrance,
? immediately.
ebekah after
3 6577

s for Rent

ing rooms
tor in hall, a
e entrance,
and dryer.
e at Zimmer
Pts, S 16th.

students fur"ooms close to
1611 Onve, i/3
rom Gtanny'S
AC, kitchen
?s, living room
with 'TV, all
furnished. $295
rester. Call 75
53 7885.
•ix ,

.s for Rent

ful spacious
bedrooms, 3
baths, large
room with
e. 12 closets,
living room
xtras. 7 miles
pets. $350 mo.
'posit. Lease.
ifter 5pm.
old 3 bedroom
n Lake Resort.
d, AC, water
.hed. $ 195 .

room with wood
rge yard, near
0 a month plus
Reference re
16 2755
.droom newly
'ed house, 3
1st of Murray.
smpactor, stove
ihwasher fur
Barn, pasture,
t building 1
leposit, 1250 a
nt. 753 1463

?flt or Lease

Sq. Ft retail
silable for sub
the Bel Air
Center. Con
Tick Realty,
Ky. 444 7755.

ock-Supplies

soardeg Stalls
st 1'2 r e$20
space Phone

e hunters and
s? Lessons,
3, boarding
Lane Stables.
days, 759 1869

AKC Cocker Spaniel
puppies 6 weeks old $75
Also 2 year old female
AKC Cocker Spaniel
382 2693 or 328 8682
AKC German snephero
Puppies oo champions,
also guard dogs and
Registered Eskimo
Spitz SO2 554 2153.
Birddog pups $40
753 9957 after 69 m

Call

German Shepard dog to
give away to good home
in country Loves chii
dren Call after 5p m
753 2708

For Sale
AKC Registered
Collie Pups, Six
weeks
354-8256 after 6

YARD
SALE
210 Woodlawn
Fri. Aug_ 27
Sat., Aug. 28
7-Sin backyard
Clothes, furniture,
misc. items.

mii=mmeis

YARD
SALE

40. Produce
For sale. peas $4 you
pick, $7 we pick and
deliver. 753 8690.
Watermelons any
'amount' Mrs. Pete
Valentine, Phone 642
4439.

41. Public Sale

Fri., Aug. 27
9-3
1106 Pogue Ave.
Clothes, books,
odds and ends, stove,
refrigerator, 1968
Pontiac. 436-5579 or
753-6155.

YARD
SALE

YARD
SALE

Fri. Aug. 27
Sat. Aug. 28
8-4
1515 Chaucer Dr.
(Canterbury)
Toys, children
clothes, misc, items,
bicycle with infant
seat.

Fri., Aug. 27
Sat., Aug. 28
8-???
1904 Gatesboro
Clothes all sizes,
children and infants,
toys, dishes, and
things.

I
NEIGHBORHOOD
YARD SALE
1307 Overby Ave.
Sat., Aug. 28 7.3
Quality clothes, infants to adult,
aquarium, grill, tools,
baby items, much
Cancelled in
more
case of rain.

YARD SALE
Camelot Drive
Sat., Aug. 288-5
Clothes, cosmetics
and a variety of
household items. Take
Wiswell Rd. to Gibbs
Store Rd., turn left,
then turn right on
Camelot Dr., first
house on the right.
(Follow signs).

MOVING
SALE

YARD
SALE
Sat., Aug. 28
8-4
1913 Westwood Dr.
°slots of boys
clothing size 12 and
14 - 16 , ladies
clothing.

✓ of Punch
knowledge
tss, product
equivalent
two years
experience
operator or
should call:

19, Monday
30 PM.

ICE
sq. ft.
wvice pro-

.9621

Fn. 7 5
Sat, 7,12
2200 Edinborough
Good ladies, boys,
and girls clothes,
lamp, toys, and misc.
items.

4-PARTY
YARD SALE
II I N. 9th St.
Fri 27 Sot. 28
All Day
Childrens clothes,
toys, blue jeans, some
antiques, you name it,
we got it.

YARD
SALE

MOVING
SALE
110 N. 10th
Aug. 26-27
8-????
Aug. 28 8-12
Lois of odds and ends in
dulling, plants, lawn chairs,
lawn care items, school
desk and chiar, large pic
turn frame and picture,
sausage grinder, household
items.
's

CARPORT
SALE
RAIN OR
SHINE

4.3. Real Estate
Completely redecorated
in fine taste 4 bedroom,
story home .in city.
1
Owner financing at 10
percent, give you low
monthly payments. A
large double lot, 2 car
garage, and storage
shed. Economical heat
and many extras. Call
Spann Realty Assoc
753 7724.

Clothing, many
misc. items. Fri. and
Sat. 8-8 1209 Peggy
Ann Dr.

Garage
Sale

Strout

Sally is hoeing a
garage sale at 2100
Gotesboro Circle.
Sat., Aug. 28. Rain or
Shine!

Fri. and Sat.
8-????
304 N. 17th St.
Childrens clothing,
housewares, jewelry,
collectors items, old
and new alike.

4-PARTY
YARD SALE
1015 Sharpe St.
Fri. and Sat.
7.????
Clothes size 16,
dishes, kids clothes,
bed clothes, quilts,
blankets, towels,
material, small electric appliances,
clothes line post, antiques.

Aug. 27, 28
7 a.m.-7 p.m.

Bicycles, aquarium, dishes and
glassware, furniture, clothes, mirrors, and pictures, bottles, large
house plants, many nick-nacks.

Garage
Sale

nuns.

Gigantic
Yard
Sale

2-PARTY
YARD SALE
1310 Doran Rd.
Fri. 8-5 Sat, 8-12
Children and adutt
clothes, Wurlitzer Fun
Maker organ, desk,
small appl., bedding,
shot gun reloader,
bicycle, camping
equip., grill, ice
cream freezer, lots of
misc.

AUCTION SALE
Sat., Aug. 28 10 a.m. Go to LaCenter Ky., Lake Hwy
358 approximately 51
/
2 miles to Danny Pool farm. See
auction signs.
Will sell 1-1965 Caterpillar dozer, model number D78-48A-4072
with cable and hydrolic lift. 1-1963 Caterpillar bush and bog disc,
limber cutter blade. Sale held rain or shine.
Not responsible for accidents.
Sale conducted by
Dan Miller's Auction Service
For more information and your action needs call 435-4144 'Lynn Grove, Ky.
- Licensed and bonded in Xentecky end Ti
. My service doesn't cost it

43 Reai Estate
Podolia I Thurman
In sssssce
Real Estate
Soothsitle Court Sq
Murray, Kentecky
753-4451

45. Farms for Sale
Clothes, radio, lots
of good items,

Oxford Dr
8-5 on Fri.
8-12 on Sat.
Clothes, toys excellent condition,
household goods,
plants, mattress springs, plant stands,
chair, bedspread, cur

Sat., Aug. 28
7-????
1200 Crestwood Place

YARD SALE

1114 Sherrie lane
Fri., Aug. 27

Moving
Sale
1549

Fri. and Sat.
Aug. 27-28
Take 641 North to
464 West go 1 block
to Sherman Borders
house. Watch for
sign. Girls clothes and
adult. Lots more.

Like new coots, all
kinds of wool and all
weather suits and
sweaters, sizes 12
and 14. 753-5544.

2-PARTY
GARAGE
SALE

51 au6 Z 607 MAD UT
Good, clean clothes
(misses 9, 12, 14
16 some in tells
men s dress pants
132131), blue jeans
Joie 9) and (33 1.)
men's denim suit
3811), women's shoes
(6M, 82M, ION,
I 1 ' N) men's shirts
and set
(5 and
N), jewelry, large
Painting (gold, gilded
frame), wall hung
ings, scarves, wall
heaters, light fix
tures, lots of odds and
ends.

Corner of 1717
Wells Ext. and N.
18th Sat. 8-7"/
Large variety of
everything.

3-PARTY
YARD
SALE

CLOSET
SALE

11. Public Sale

YARD SALE

908 Is S. 16th
Fri. and Sat.
Aug. 27-28
7 e.m.-4 p.m.
Cloth•s, plants
misc. items
Something for
Everyone!

UKC Pit Bull puppies
PR bloodline. Male 175
each, all white female
1100. 435.4555.

31
E 31r1

41. Public Sale

3-PARTY
YARD SALE

812 S. 9th St.

rural topper

l'hursdas. August 26 1982

M4
a
lik
41. Public SA

X. Pets-Supplies

-

Realty

vu

Office (oust to Coast
Boyers from Everywhere
Reliable Service Since 1900
19,2 Coldweter load
Murray, Kennedy 42071
1507175).0116
Anytime
JOE IL 1111NON
Broker
Licensed & Bonded
Looking for a bargain in
todays market? There
is plenty around. But,
before you make your
final choice look at this
3 bedroom home,
located in Hazel. Re
duced to $11,500, older
home with that certain
charm. Call Spann
Realty
,
Assoc. 753-7724
Commercial Property
in Coldwater - has
several possibilities.
Service station, store
clean up shop
S12,000.
CAll. US AT
753-4000 or 459.2266

INC
Realtors
Village Hwy. 641 N.
Murray, Ky.

For sale 160 acre farm
at Waverly Tenn Phone
492 8751

46. Homes for Sale
Assume loan at 13
percent Pretty 3 bed
room, 2 bath home with
fireplace and beamed
ceiling Large eat in
kitchen, fenced yard
and located on a quiet
street in one of
Murray's best sub
divisions. KOPPE R UD
REALTY - 753 1222
Attractive two bedroom
home with wall to wall
carpeting, fireplace,
new roof in 1978, plus
one half acre lot
Located two miles east
of Murray and priced at
121,900 Call KOP•
PERUD REALTY
753 1222.
For sale by owner: Two
bedroom frame house.
Priced reasonably its
the teens. Must sell
immediately to settle
estate.' 753-5375 after
5P.m.
Must sell or trade new
summer house. Only 300
yards from Ky. Lake, 3
miles from Ky. Lake
State Park and golf
:ourse. 2 bedroom, new
furniture, fully car
peted, appliances and
air conditioning in
cluded. 700sq. ft. living
area,
300sq ft. deck.
524,500. 1-328-8739.
Three bedroom brick, 2
baths, central heat and
air, family room,
fireplace, large kitchen
and dining room. Almo
Heights, 753 8633.

47. Motorcycles

It Used Cars
1974 vega, a Wince(
automatic, goo., con,:
lion $850 25 in, ri
Syvania color console,
perfect condition $150
Call 753 3315 or see a'
813 N 19th
1977 Oldsmobile Re
gency 4 door extra
clean, excellent conc
lion, local car Cai
753 4575 after 69 m
1979 Camero Z28 350
motor Call 436 5830 or
436 5403
1979 Dodge Omni 024
automatic, air, ioacied,
good mpg 753 7788
1981 Monte Carlo tilt,
stereo, sharp, low
miles Call 753 6555 or
753 9648
1982 Toyota Scarlet 5
speed, 5000 miles, tinted
glass, AM FM radio,
40mpg Will sell for
bank payoff Call 753.
9644
For sale 1973 Super
Beetle VW good condition $2000 753 6883 It
For sale or trade 1979
Crievette Standard
shift, luggage rack,
AM-FM 8 track stereo,
radial tires with new
heavy duty radial
shocks. Great gas
mileage. 759-1588.
Import Auto Salvage
new and used parts
Used Datsun engines
1 200 and 1 300 and
Toyota engines 2TC
474-2325.
1 9 7 2
D a t, s u n
pickup 53 00 ,
1974 LTD Ford $200,
1912 Vega $ 50 .
Sell all for $500 Call
753-8290 after 4.30p m.

50. Used Trucks

For Sale
1978 Ford white
Van, automatic,
351 Clereland
engine, local, one
owner, 50,000
miles.
753-7113.

1977 750 Honda, low
milage, great condition,
most sell,Call Ronnie
Ray 153-0450 before 4
PM after 4 PM call
759 1848.
1971 Chevy truck long
1978 Yamaha 650 wheel base, 307 motor.
Call
436 5830 or 436-5403.
Fully
Special
customized. Must sell. Jeeps -Government
surplus listed for $3196
753 9844 after 4p.m.
sold for 544 For in1979 Yamaha YZ 80. formation call 312 931New parts good condi, 1961 Ext. 1774.
tion. Serious calls only.
753 7728.
52. Boats-Motors
1901 Yamaha 650
Special. Less than 700
miles. Must sell. Best
offer over 11600. 7599995, ask for Mr. Stuart.

48. Auto Services
ne's Place Used
agon parts, tune
*tbreak jobs, rebuilt
rn8tors. 435-4212.

49. Used Cars
1929 Chevy 4-door in
excellent condition
Older restoration $3600
753 1222 days, 753 6620
evenings.
1963 Corvair Chevrolet
good condition. Call
753 2987.

1965 16ft. Glasspar
Johnson 90 hp
fiberglass, new seats
and battery. $800. Call
753-4021 after Op m.
1974 Chris Craft 1/ft. Jet
boat. New 454 engine,
excellent condition
Must sell. See at 1508
Doran Road or phone
759-4008.13900.
21ft. Sailboat sleeps 4,
trailer and motor in
cluded, $2500. Call 247
6818.

53. Services Offered
limas

Service Co
1111111111 111 111,1 11111!

sista' trite wore
literates Cull Pill LI
153-1611

1963 Oldsmobile Super
88 Recently over
hauled
Runs great APPLIANCE
Kenmore,
looks great. Good tran SERVICE
sportation 5450. 762 Westinghouse.
Whirlpool. 20 years
6256.
experience. Parts and
1966 Karman Ghia. Call Service. Bobby Hopper
753.8072.
Bob's Appliance Service 202 S 5th St
1979 Trans Am silver 7 5 3
4 8 7 2
with red interior, 753 8886(home).
Power, Air, AM FM
radio, rear louver, 30, Asphalt driveways and
000 miles, excellent parking lots sealed by
condition, Call 753-9265 Sears. For free es
timates call 753-2310.
or 753-3601,
Backhoe work New
)972 MG Midget red Concord area. 436 2306
convertible, needs ex
or
$1800
system
haust
Will clean carpets,
best offer 753 6821 after
windows, also clean
Som.
and wax hard wood
1973 Dodge Monaco
floors. Satisfaction
Excellent running con
guaranteed.
dition, good tires, good
condition. $695, 753 7707,
753-3317

Three bedrooms, 2 bath
and newly painted ins
ide and out. New kit
chen countes tops and 1973 Super Bug best
flooring. Large family offer 753 1698 after
room with fireplace. Sc
Central heat and air.
Mid .150's. KOPPERUD
REALTY 753 1222.
1978 Buick
40-•
Ulna

7531222
Acre farm for
Isale 7 miles nori
thwest of Murra
adjoining private
watershed lake. A
number. of excellent wooded
building sites
overlook the lake
and scenic valley
with meandering
stream. Private
drive leading to
mobile home with
well and septic
tank. One of the
loviest settings in
Calloway County.
$62,500. KOP-

PERUD REALTY

-

Campbell's Tree Ser
vice Topping, trim•
ming, removing Full
insurance. Call 1 527
0918
Carpet and linoleum
$1.50 sq.
LaSabra, gold installation
yard. 10 years exin
perience
tan on tan, Gold area Also homeMurray
repair
Velure interior, and remodeling. Phone
753'0770 ask for Bob.
Retail 54,797, Chimney Sweeping
Service. Do it now
Asking 53,998 before
you need your
Later we will
Firm. 753 - chimney
have a working list. Call
761
4792
435
4348
or
7113.
Concrete, block. brick,
basements. I oun
datioos, drive ways,
1974 Buick Century air, sidewalks, patios, and
AM FM 8 track, $850 chimneys Free ss
762 6984 before Sp.m
timates. Call 753 5476
753 3801 after Sp m.

1975 Chevrolet Malibu
AM FM 8 track, tilt
wheel, swivel Seats
electric window and
OOOr locks, good engine
762 47820r 753-7775.

3P___
5er scoire,
431:0

S3. Services Offefed

53. Services Offered
Guttering by Sears Sammy TideIl Paint
Sears continuous gut ing Contractor E.
ters installed for your per.enced infer.Or and
specifications Cali exterior painting Free
Sears 753 2310 for free estimate Can 753 4686
or 753 OW
estimate

FLOOR SANDING
AND FINISHING
20 years experience
Stained floors oar
speciality.
IC/MAU,
FLOOR CO")
354-6127

Lake Refrigeration Air
conditioners, small op
pliances repaired 474
11411

Build and Repair
tobacco barns Free
estimate Call 435 4347
CARPET CLEANING.
Free Estimates
Satisfied references.
Vibra Steam or Quick
D ry Cleaning
(Upholstery Cleaningl
Lee's Carpet Cleaning
753 5827

4
ROOF
PROBLEMS?
Need a second opinion? Build-up or
Residential. Local
referances. Call Hugh
Outland, 759-1718 or
753-8076.

Fence sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for
your needs
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years ex
perience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, sliding. NO
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 474
2359, nights 474 2276.
.uminum and n lny
siding and Aluminum
trim for all houses. It
stops pointing.
Jack Glover
Harmon .8 Malone
Construction Co. Pro
tessional remodeling
and restoring. No iob to
big or. to small Free
estimate. 753-5883, after
5p m,436-2107, 753 0790.
JC & C Sheeting Vinyl.
aluminum, steel & vinyl
coated aluminum siding
and trim for houses
Also fiberglass shake
siding. We also put on or
repair galvanized and
aluminum roofs and
Siding for barns. 759
1600 office or 753 0329
home.
K & K STUMP REMO
VAL. Do you need
stumps removed from
your yard or land
cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up
to 24 inches below the
ground, leaving only
sawdust and chips Call
for free estimates Bob
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
Kemp Jr 435 4319.

Wiyearso
lkerson,R ofin e xp
Aller4Ti np9ce.e2580
s, 1 0
all
work guaranteed. Don

JC & C
SHEETING

Licensed electrician for
Vinyl aluminum,
residential and cons
steel and vinx I coated
mercial. Heating and
olumninum siding and
aircondition, gas in
stallation and repair.
trim for houses also
Phone 753 7203.
fiberglass shake
MITCHELL
siding
BLACKTOPPING
Commercial, Indust
We also put on
nal,
Residential. also
Patching and Seal
galvinized, aluminum
Coating Phone 753 1537
and steel siding for
Painting Paperhanging
roofs and barns
Commercial
Residential ' Interior
Exterior Farm
Buildings. 25 years
Office 759 1600
experience Tremon
Home 753,0329
Farris 759 1987.
Room additions, roof
.ng,
remodeling, and WELL DRILLING and
home improvements of repair. Campbell Well
any type Free estim
Drilling McKenzie, TN
ate Ca11436 5536
irregation residential
and commercial. 901
352 3671
SERVICE
We clean and repair
ELECTRICAL
airconditioners. Dill
Electric phone 753 9104.
and
Will do custom combin
ing
for beans or corn
PLUMBING
435 4593.
REPAIR
Will do yard work and
hedge trimming cut
AND
and remove dead
hedge Call 753 0712 or"
WELL PUMPS
753 3534
H L FORD
Will sharpen hand saws.
circular saws, and
435-4152
chain saws 753 4656.

FOR SALE
Nice brand name clothes.
Sizes 7, 9, 11. Also
maternity summer, fall,
and winter wear. Phone
753-9997.

400 S. 11th is the location of this three bedroom
brick with refrigerator, dishwasher furniture in one
bedroom stays with Purchaser. Priced to sell in mid
S4Ois

Commerical building with living area and one acre of
land. On main highway with city water and two septic
systems. Lots of potential for that business of your
own. 539,500.00
Three bedroom, masonite siding home in New Con
cord area
•
electric he
rm doors and
window
Red
roximately
2,400 s
this
room brick
in Grove
ts
ectric heat
and air. Beamed ceiling in den with fireplace. Large
375 s 2001 lot with fruit trees. Upper 540's
ROBERTS REALTY
South 11th at Sycamore
753-1651

or 345-7602.

AUCTION SALE
REAL ESTATE - FURNITURE, BOAT, ETC.
Saturday, August 28th 10:00 AM
LOCATION: 1/2 Mile West of Aurora on Hwy 68
(Formerly - Ruth Ryan Real Estate Office)

RUSTIC COMMERCIAL BUILDING
An opportunity to buy this fantastic rustic building at your own
price. This building suitable for office, clothing, shoes. antique.
specialty shop or any number of uses. This building in excellent
condition with full carpet. central heat and air, panelled walls,
exposed beams. Two floors with rest room on each floor. Large
walk around deck, covered front porch'i split shake roof. Large
double lot. OWNERS OF REAL ESTATE: Mr & Mrs. Bob Stirn.

Miscellaneous Items
Murray 10 H.P. Riding mower. Electric oven toaster broiler.
electric broiler with rotisserie, electric space heater, electric
clock radio, electric hair dryer, hammock, bathroom vanity
cabinet, brown upholstered chair, 14 ft. aluminum boat-7 1/2 hp
motor- trailer, 30 inch electric range.
These items aim consignment and many more will be added dail
until the sale.

TERMS: Real Estate 10% day of sale, balance with
deed. Miscellaneous items; cash, day of sale.

ROBINSON
DAY

,

1976 Mercury Bobcat
753-3716
air cOnclition. $3,000,
753-5292
miles, excellent condi
non tiny on!TO -otter * retro'
Sp m

*

VI! REM ESTATE 9- AUCTI114
Broker - Auctioneer, VERNON LILE
AURORA, KENTUCKY 474-2717

1'11.1 IS IHt Mt KB %'i
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Memorial fund planned

OBITUARIES
Reed Hornsby Mrs. Outland Mrs. Banks dies Wednesday
Mrs. Mar) Margai et
dies at home dies at home Craig Banks, 71, Col- the laundo business in
d w a ter Road, died Murray for 39 years
Wednesday
Services for Mrs. Mary Wednesday at 5 p.m. at
Mrs. Banks v.

She also a,s1slen1 Lim 111

dS

Reed Hornsby, 20, Holly Hill, Fla., died Wednesday morning at his home.
He was a former resident
of Murray.
The young man was a
graduate of Murray High
School. His father,
Robert Hornsby, Sr.. died
March 12, 1977
Survivors are his
mother, Mrs. Betty S.
Hornsby, Murray: two
sisters, Mrs. Ronnie
Diane) Smith, Manchester, Tenn.. and Mrs.
James
Dawn( Boido,
Holly Hill, .Fla.; three
brothers, Robin Hornsby,
Holly Hill, Fla., Richard
Hornsby, Carnby, Ind..
and Raye Hornsby. Mur•
ray.
Arrangements have not
been announced, but the
family requests that all
expressions of sympathy
take the form of contributions to Murray High
School Football Program.
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home is in
charge of arrangements.
The League of Nations
moved its headquarters
from London to Geneva in
1920.

Roberta Walker Outland
were conducted Saturday
at 11 a.m. in Riverview,
Mich.
Burial was in
Grandlawn Cemetery
there.
Mrs. Outland, 88, died
Friday at Riverview Nursing Home. She was born
Aug. 5, 1894. in Calloway
County
She was preceded in
death by her husband.
Dellon S. Outland in
March 1964. one
daughter, Mrs. Laverne
Rushing on June 21. 1954,
and one son. Lowry
Outland in March 1978.
Mrs. Outland is survived by a daughter-in-law,
Mrs. Jenny Outland,
Largo, Fla.; one brother,
Johnny Walker, Murray;
two sisters-in-law. Mrs.
Jewell Witty of Murray
and Mrs. Mellie Sills of
New Concord.
Also surviving are
several grandchildren
and great-grandchildren

Baptist Memorial
Hospital, Memphis.
Term.
The Murray woman
had assisted her husband,
Thomas )Slick ( Banks, in
the operation of Plainview Stables since 1942

member of First Baptist
Church. Born Jan 15,
1911. in Obion County.
Tenn., she was the
daughter of the late Ben
F. Craig and Kate
Wilburn Craig.
She is survived bk.her
husband, Thomas (Slick )
Banks; one daughter.
Mrs. John Margie Jo )
Graham. Owensboro; one
FRANKFORT. Ky. son, Craig Banks and
I API - The Kentucky wife, Janet. Coldwater
Energy Cabinet says it Road, Murray; tat)
will extend its option on brothers, Guy Craig.
Daviess County property Jacksonville, Fla., and
designated as part of the Web Craig, Ashland City,
site for a coal liquefaction Term.
Nine grandchildren
demonstration plant at
survive who are GretNewman.
The projecct sponsor, chen. Jennifer, Kelly. Lee
International Coal Refin- Ann and Mindy Graham
ing Co., announced and Tracy. Leslie, Devin
earlier it would extend and Des Banks.
The funeral wilt be Frioptions with other Iandowers in the area for one day at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of the J.H. Churyear.
The company indicated chill Funeral Home,
it would examine alter- Burial will follow in the
native financing options Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
for the project.
funeral home after 6 p.rn.
today Thursday I.
and Enforcement

Energy cabinet
extends option

Department plans seminar
F'RANKFORT, Ky
AP/ - The citizen's role
in primacy will be the
subject of a seminar
Sept.8 sponsored by the
state Department of Surface Mining Reclamation

The meeting is designed to familiarize Kentuckians with the state's
surface coal mining
regulatory program.

On Feb. 28, 87-year-old
J Burnett Holland, the
man fondly known as
Marshall County's No. 1
fan, died after listening to
a Marshall County. High
School girls basketball
game on his radio.
Because of Holland's
life-long devotion toward
support of local athletic
teams, the Marshall
County High School
Quarterback Club decided to establish a
memorial scholarship
fund in his honor.
Under the chair-

KEEP THAT GREA1 GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

manship of Benton
businessman Bill
Morgan, a drive to raise
$10.000 to start the
scholarship will be launched Thursday in conjunction with the Meet
the Marshals program.
The program will begin
at 7 p.m at the Marshall
County High School
stadium.
To aid in informing the
public about the scholarship the Quarterback
Club has established a
speaker's bureau. Any
civic or service organization interested in learning
more about the project
may schedule a speaker
by contacting Betty
Haley at the Marshall
County Chamber of Commerce.

Sole prohibited
RICHMOND, Ky. API
- More than 63 percent of
the voters in the city's
North Richmond precinct
have approved a plan to
prohibit the sale of liquor
in the area.
Tuesday's vote to
change from wet to dry
was 290-76.
"I think there was
more interest in this election than in a normal
election," said Bob Hendren, the precinct's election judge. "There was
great interest in keeping
this a residential area instead of a business area."

1977 Ford Super Cob
F-150 Ranger
I Owner, 2 Tone
Air

Blue

ic

AM FM

NOW '5 1 877"
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DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET 753-2617
641 S.
Murray

Correction For Uncle Jeffs
Ad that ran on Wednesday
Evening's Paper on August 25th
Dupont
Rain
Dance
Paste
or Liquid

tan,

4
Dgififc:

Goliath was a
designated hitter
for the
Philistines.

ca.ant

Garden
Hose

Reg. 58.67
on sale for S7.67
Less factory rebate 1.25

1 / 2" 100 ft.
Reg. 9"

777

But a little pitcher named David struck
him out the first time up. Get ethe coinpletetox scores after school at the virst
Christian Church Youth Club, 5 p.m.
Wed. Call 753-3824.

• $
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Sale

$642

WPM
P011-0111111100
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Iltat
for Less!
Install an Asilltn, Imperial CirLulating Heater
and enjoy thermostatically controlled heat with
the economy and dependability of either coal or
wood fueling! Ashley Circulators don't just radiate heat; they actually move air,...heat up to fiv'p
average size rooms overnight and longer on a
single fueling. See both the woodburning and
coal-and-woodburning models, along witkother
heaters in the complete Ashley line, at our
showroom now.

SAVE

SINCE 1905
AMERICA FANDRITE
HOUSE-WARMER

PURDOMS FURNITURE INC.
A

202 S. 5th
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Beautiful interiors every time!

753-4872

Classic 99' Interior
Wall Paint
Flat Latex

9
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Beef Patties
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Quarter Lb. Pure round
$
14 lb. Box

WALL.COVERING

Frosty Acres Cat

Corn

20%-60% OFF
xlected patterns Born welicoyenng books.
regular once per single roll on
Our fabulous 'electron includes books horn Imperial.
Sherinn Williams. and roany other 'Famous Names
'a son,, not mailable every store
'a wiakowerang packaged Po double and cop. a..

20 lb.$ 1 599
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C
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30 lbs

WINDOW DECOR 30%-50% OFF
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Blinds - 30% OFF .99. price
• Dekner I
• Perfect Touch'.Vertical Blinds - 30% OFF reg. price
• Perfect Touch r• Wood 13ands. tetanal G
Woodland Patterns - 40% OFF reg. pour
• Perfect Touch -•%%wen Woods - 30% & 30% OFF I r y pro. e
• Delmar Softligh1•
- Shades - 30% OFF reg_ [mice
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20!
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Frosty Acres Purple Hulled

$

Peas

201b.

533

SUPER DEALS Our Best Pro Picks!

Alkyd Satin Enamel .
Flat Latex Ceiling Paint
SuperPaint''Interior
Wall Paint
Flat Latex

813.99

Latex Satin Enamel .

$19.99
520.99

514.99

Semi-Gloss Latex

A-100'
House E. Trim Paint
Flat Latex

SALE
per

Reg.

ga

811.99

$17.99
518.99

*12.99

Gloss Latex

SuperPaintTM Exterior
House 6 Trim Paint
Flat Latex
cr... Latex

814.99 $20.99

SWP" Gloss 011 Base
House 6 Trim Paint

816.99 $22.99

,U•1•1.144.
Inamon ono

$15.99
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one. "away. Daybed as Areal.

rtto• 4•Pet

$21.99
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potnt•

Aluminurv ladders

Frady Acres

Okra.
Potatoes

Frosty Acres White

Airless Sprayer

SALE 539.99.99

SALE
$99.99

354 99

SAVE 16% to 26%
ON OTHER LADDERS

reg 5129,ar
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Toast-Proof Fxtension Tedder,
flo-r1 Alum lock (•716)

Pulsar" Electric

1 6'0

201k

WIN A TRIP TO SUPER BOWL XVII

SALE $29.99.,g. S44.99

$1
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Cat g
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Black Eye Peas
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Exterior paints form strong outside
game!
•
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Frosty Acres

SALE
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Pro Val'Brushes 2' -4"
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SWEEPSTAKES ENDS NOVEMBER 15THI

SALE ENDS SEPT 25r.!
ON=

=

Southside Shopping Center
753-3321
So. 12th St.
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